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A  n e w  c a lc u lu s  p r o g r a m  is  p la n n e d  f o r  W P I
by Jo e  Parker 
Features Editor
A proposal has been submitted to 
the National Science Foundation for 
funding that would completely change 
the face of the Calculus curriculum 
both at W P I and other colleges and 
high schools around the country.
The proposed plan was to be en­
acted in academic year 1992-1993, but 
this date has been pushed back indefi­
nitely. The program would completely 
break away from the traditional “ se­
quential”  format which students are 
used to at the present time. It was 
planned to give students a more “ real- 
life” approach to calculus, with em­
phasis on the project aspect.
The entire calculus program has 
been broken up into ten groups of 
concepts which must be learned. They 
are broken down as such:
Group I: Functions and Limits 
Group I I :  Derivatives 
Group I I I :  Approximating Area and 
Volume
Group IV : Integration 
Group V: Sequences and Series 
Group V I: Applications of the 
Derivative 
Group V II:  Vectors and Matrices 
Group V I I I :  Multivariable Calculus 
Group IX : Parametric Equations 
Group X : Advanced Topics
All that is required knowledge for 
most groups are Groups I &  II. Group 
IV  required knowledge of the first 
three group, and Group X  requires 
knowledge of Groups I-IX.
The groups are structured into a five 
course program. The first course 
would cover the absolute basic of Cal­
culus, that is, groups I and II. The next 
three courses could then be taken in 
any order. The only pre-requisites for 
any of the three is that one initial 
course. After the three courses are 
taken, then students would take the 
fifth course, which would cover ad­
vanced topics such as surface area and 
multiple integration which require 
knowledge of all the concepts covered 
in the first four courses. Simply, the
only thing set in stone in regards to 
order are the first and last courses.
This would allow students of differ­
ent majors great flexibility as to the 
order in which they are confronted 
with problems. It would also allow 
each major to have its own timeline for. 
its students, providing a custom made 
curriculum to concur with material 
required for a particular engineering 
course.
Each term would then be broken up 
into two project periods. In each proj­
ect period, a group of four students will 
be assigned a one-page project, in es­
sence a mini-MQP, to work on, com­
plete, and write up. “The project 
should involve a realistic application; 
at W P I these would be drawn from 
science and engineering curricula.”  
This comes out to be ten projects 
completed by the completion of the 
sequence. This is seen as valuable 
experience toward the development of 
skills required for adequate comple­
tion of the two qualifying projects. To
prevent one or two people from carry­
ing the project, it is built into the sys­
tem that each student need not neces­
sarily receive the same grade as the co­
workers.
The projects problems would be 
drawn up by members of the faculty 
and Junior and Senior math majors. It 
will then be judged as to its worthiness 
by a project administrator. “Three 
faculty members would act as instruc­
tors, and one other would act as a 
project administrator, since teaching 
the new courses would not leave one 
instructor with enough time to put 
together the project administration.”  
The project administrator would be in 
charge of collecting and judging the 
relevancy of the proposed problems.
The new plan would incorporate the 
use of such tools as Mathematica, 
Maple, and MathCad software to be 
used to aid the students with the work. 
Each program is designed so that the 
formulae are inputted by the users and 
the computer performs the routine cal­
culations. Such software is currently 
in use by professional scientists and 
engineers. A  laboratory for new equip­
ment to facilitate such software has 
also been proposed.
The entire point of the new program 
is to make calculus more accessible, 
stemming from the assumption that it 
is much easier to learn mathematics if 
there is a use built in, rather than learn­
ing formulae and procedures in a vac­
uum.
The program could also be adapted 
to other college curricula by allowing 
for them to set up a sequence to fit in 
with the normal semester schedule that 
most schools follow. It could also be 
adapted to fit the needs of high-school 
calculus course, thus providing for a 
much better introduction to the rigors 
of college calculus before the fact.
The result would be students finish­
ing the sequence with a knowledge of 
calculus and its useful applications 
before the students begin the rigors of 
the engineering core.
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Panhel needs your help with blood drive in Alden
by Jenn ifer Kavka 
News Editor
On Tuesday, October 9 and Wed­
nesday, October 19, the Panhellenic 
Council will help put on a Blood Drive 
in Alden Hall between 11:00am and 
5:00pm. If  you haven’t already signed 
up, you may walk right in and donate 
blood. The American Red Cross will 
be there to assist with the procedure. 
The American Red Cross provided a 
pamphlet at the sign-up table that gave 
some information about donating 
blood. Anyone over 18(17 with spe­
cial parental consent form) may donate 
blood. However, you must weigh at 
least 110 pounds. Other factors that 
prohibit you from blood donation are if 
you have A IDS, ARC, cancer, jaun­
dice, mononucleiosis, strep throat, a 
cold with active symptoms, fever, flu, 
history of heart attack, hepatitis or if 
you are pregnant. Even those with 
inactive colds, allergies, high blood 
pressure, asthma, arthritis, or diabetes 
may give blood, provided you haven’t 
donated blood less than eight weeks 
ago. You may give blood if you are 
taking birth control pills, allergy pills.
C o o p e r a t i v e  e f f o r t s  b y  p o l i c e  
d e p a r t m e n t s  n a b  f o u r  in  b r e a k - i n s
(Campus Police) - A  coordinated 
police initiative involving W P I and 
Worcester Police department person­
nel has led to the apprehension of four 
house invasion suspects during the 
past three week period.
All four were formally arrested and 
charged with a variety of criminal re­
lated offenses by Worcester Police 
personnel. One such apprehension 
occurred on September 25, 1990 at 
1 lam. the initial report, made to the 
Worcester Police department, con­
cerned a house intrusion in the Park 
Avenue section of the city. Sgt. Jurgen 
Ring and Officer George Burnham 
assisted the Worcester Police in a foot 
chase and subsequent arrest of the 
suspect. It should be noted that he was 
found to be in the possession of a dan­
gerous weapon, a knife, at the time of 
the arrest.
According to John Hanlon, Direc­
tor of Public Safety, “ During the past 
several months our Campus Security 
Officer Jay Dylewicz has been cata­
loging all criminal activity with a view 
towards identifying potential “high 
crime”  target areas. The Worcester 
Police Department has committed 
additional resources and stepped up 
patrol activity in this precinct. Their 
Investigative Services Bureau has pro­
vided fingerprint experts and other 
technical assistance to further this 
coordinated effort. While these meas­
ures have yielded some very positive 
results, it cannot be stressed enough 
that public crime watch efforts will 
greatly aid all of us. Please report all 
suspicious persons, vehicles or activi­
ties to the Worcester and W P I Police 
departments immediately.”
When the lights go out in your mind
by E rik  Currin
“ Ya, man, I can’t even remember 
how I got home last night. The last 
thing I remember is...”  Have you heard 
this before? You probably thought it 
was pretty funny. It isn’t. Blackouts 
are a symptom of physical dependency 
to alcohol. It has nothing to do with 
how much you drank that night, only 
on your level of dependency.
Blackouts are the single most dan­
gerous thing, besides driving under the 
influence, associated with alcohol. 
What good is having a lot of fun if you 
can’t even remember it the day after? 
It’s not my idea of fun, anyways. It is 
also very dangerous. You girls out 
there, if you can’t remember who 
brought you home last night, how can 
you be sure it wasn’t the guy in the 
comer with the child molester eyes?
How can you be sure he didn’t take 
advantage of you during the time you 
couldn’t quite remember ? Don’t take a 
chance like that, drink responsibly.
Blackouts are a serious matter, they 
are nothing to fool around with. They 
are warning sign that alcoholism is on 
the way or already there to stay. If you 
have repeated blackouts, or think you 
have a drinking problem call either 
AA, the counseling center at W PI, or 
even a friend if you don’t really feel 
comfortable.
I ’m not here to preach to you. I 
won’t tell you not to drink, or to get 
drunk. I know enough not to waste my 
breath trying. I ’m just warning you to 
realize when enough is enough. Any 
comments? They are welcome. My 
box number is #817. Everything is 
confidential, unless I feel there is a 
health risk involved. Thank you. Party 
SM ART !
antibiotics, or aspirin, but you cannot 
give blood if you are taking Accutane 
for acne. These restrictions serve not 
only to caution the person who may 
receive you blood, but are for your 
benefit as well. In the pamphlet 
“ Blood Donor Information”  there is a 
list of those persons who. specifically, 
may not donate blood to prevent con­
tamination of the supply; such as men
who have had sex with another man 
since 1977, illegal drug users, hemo­
philiacs, prostitutes, or A ID S patients.
After donating blood, the donor will 
be pleased to know that their blood will 
be used here in Massachusetts or in 
Maine very quickly. For those who 
have decided not to give blood for 
whatever reason, convince someone 
else to. After the procedure, the donor
will get to snack on juice and other 
refreshments in the Red Cross Can­
teen.
No matter your blood type, some­
one out there has it too. You’ll want 
blood if you’re ever in a situation 
where you require it, so why not ven­
ture over to Alden Hall today and 
tomorrow and donate blood that may 
save someone’s life?
Lack of communication leads to 
problems with pub party
by Dim itry Milikousky
During homecoming weekend on 
Saturday, there occurred a function in 
Gompei’s place that showed the great 
lack of communication between the 
student body and administration. The 
event, an Alumni gathering where al­
cohol was to be served was originally 
intended to exclude all students includ­
ing those who were of the legal drink­
ing age. This event, sponsored by 
Worcester County Alumni Club, was 
cleared to go ahead in this manner by 
the Student Activities Office and the
Dean of Students Office.
When we first heard of this, we 
were understandably upset. Because 
the event was on school property and 
excluded students, and also because 
the event conflicted with the school 
regulations that are to keep Gompei’s a 
dry pub. The next step as a little bi­
zarre. During the week preceding 
homecoming, a presentation by Dean 
of Students was made before President 
Strauss that would change the alcohol 
policy for Gompei’s. The policy 
change was not implemented, but 
President Strauss asked Dean of Stu­
dents to allow students who were of 
age to enter the function in the Pub. 
After conferring with the Alumni As­
sociation (who originally had not 
asked to exclude students) a decision 
was made to allow students of age to 
attend.
This little confusion was simply 
caused by people not talking about 
what was actually happening. It could 
have been prevented by keeping the 
student body informed on what goes on 
with the campus. As for the alcohol 
policy, the change is pending, what­
ever that means.
NEWSPEAK STAFF PHOTO / WILLIAM BARRY
The International Student Council’s World Peace Float won “Best Theme”at the Homecoming Parade. 
For other Homecoming pictures and article, see pages 8 and 9.
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International News
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein claimed 
that Iraq would not pull out of Kuwait until 
Israel pulled out of the occupied territories. On 
Monday, Bush spoke at the UN and said that 
after Iraq pulled out of Kuwait, there could be 
negotiations on the Arab-Israeli conflict. 
Meanwhile, there was some talk of a UN 
sponsored military force being formed to push 
the Iraqis out of Kuwait, and Secretary of State 
Baker said that there was more support than he 
had anticipated for such a measure. Baker also 
said that the US would defend Israel if it was 
attacked by Iraq.
There were some diplomatic talks concern­
ing the gulf crisis as well. A Soviet envoy went 
to speak with Saddam Hussein, and reached a 
tentative agreement that would allow the 5,000 
Soviets in Iraq to go home. However, concern­
ing the crisis itself, an Iraqi diplomat said that 
his country would prefer war over any talks or 
surrender. It was also reported that Iraq was 
giving aid to anti-Western terrorist groups, so 
if a war did start the terrorists would attack 
civilian targets in Europe and Arab countries 
sympathetic to the West. Bush still had firm 
support for his policies at home-the Senate 
voted 96-3^h favor of a resolution that praised 
Bush for his actions concerning Operation 
Desert Shield.
The two Germanies merged on Wednesday, 
despite leftist and anarchists protests. Over
20,000 people protested in Berlin and some of 
the protestors even demanded that Germany be 
abolished entirely. Chancellor Kohl said that 
Germany would never make claims to the 
territories it held from 1871 (when the small 
German states were united into Germany) to 
the End of World War II (when Germany lost 
some territory to neighboring countries). 
Germany, however, may not be able to hold 
joint elections in December, as planned. Last 
Monday, two days before formal reunification, 
the West German high court said such an 
election would be unfair to smaller parties.
The Soviets agreed to set up consulates and 
formal ties with Israel. Diplomatic ties be­
tween South Korea and the Soviet Union were 
also set up. The Soviets broke relations with Is­
rael after the 1967 war, and they have never had 
diplomatic relations with South Korea. The 
USSR  also said that its relationship with the 
hard line communist of North Korea would not 
be altered. US Secretary of State met with the 
Vietnamese foreign minister to discuss nor­
malizing relations. Meanwhile, the US and 
USSR  reached an agreement for substantial 
cuts in conventional arms across Europe. The 
treaty will be signed in Paris next week after 
some relatively minor issues are worked out.
The UN sponsored Summit for Children 
ended last weekend, and issued a declaration 
on protection and development of Children. 
The US signed the measure.
It appears as if Gorbachev is going to use his 
new emergency powers to help overhaul the 
failing Soviet economy. According to Shat- 
alin, the Soviet Economist whose plan is being 
implemented, there will soon be 100% foreign 
ownership of Soviet companies. By a vote of 
341-2, the Supreme Soviet approved freedom 
of religion.
South African police found the bodies of 
four whites in a black township-it was the first 
report of whites being killed since violence 
started two months ago. 800 blacks have been 
killed by other blacks since the violence 
erupted between Zulu tribesmen and pro-ANC 
Xhosa tribesmen. On Tuesday, Zulu leader 
Buthelezi declined an offer from the ANC 
concerning peace talks, because he said the 
format of the talks would not help end the 
bloodshed.
The Supreme Court in India ordered a job 
quota enforcement be halted temporarily, al­
though authorities can still plan to carry out the 
law. The law had reserved a certain number of 
jobs for members of various castes, and had 
sparked many student riots and suicides. The 
next day, one police officer and two students 
were killed during protests against the law. 
There was also violence in the Kashmir region 
of India, but for a different reason. Moslem 
separatists have been fighting to become part 
of Pakistan. On Wednesday, after they at­
tempted to ambush police, the police set fire to 
400 houses and killed 17 civilians.
In Mindanao island in the Philippines, there 
was a mutiny and rebellious soldiers took 
control of a fort, but surrendered a few days 
later because the event failed to lead to other 
mutinies.
In Canton, China, a hijacked jet crashed into 
a runway, killing 127 and injuring 46 people.
In Poland, current Prime Minister Ma- 
zoweiski said he would run against Walesa, 
who was his former ally.
Rwanda, a small country in south central 
Africa, was the site of a failed coup attempt. 
Some Belgian troops were sent in to help the 
government. Rwanda used to be a colony of 
Belgium.
National News
The big event in the United States last week 
was the budget agreement, or disagreement as 
it turned out. $34.4 billion in tax increases and 
spending cuts were announced. There would 
have been increased taxes on the “ sin”  items- 
alcoholic beverages and cigarettes. Gasoline 
and luxury items would also have been taxed 
more. Medicare, farm subsidies and some 
defense projects were targeted for cuts. How­
ever, although a tentative agreement had origi­
nally been met, congress failed to pass a budget 
bill. They then tried to extend the deadline 
another week, but this measure was vetoed by 
Bush, in an attempt to get congress moving on 
a budget. As of midnight on Saturday, all non 
essential government services stopped. Some 
governmental employees that are “ essential,”  
such as air traffic controllers, meat inspectors 
(no meat can be sold without inspection), 
doctors, etc. were not furloughed. However, 
park rangers, accountants, and others were 
furloughed, and on Saturday all national parks, 
federal museums and staffed landmarks were 
closed. However, most governmental employ­
ees won’t be furloughed if congress reaches an 
agreement by Monday night, since there is a 
three day weekend.
Supreme Court nominee David Souter was 
confirmed by the entire Senate, and he will now 
sit on the court in William Brennan’s old seat. 
Souter was approved by the Judiciary commit­
tee the previous week.
The space shuttle Discovery was launched, 
and it carried the Ulysses probe, which will 
investigate the sun. Some peace and environ­
mental groups tried to block the launch, be­
cause they said that if the space shuttle ex­
ploded with the plutonium powered Ulysses on 
board, there would be a disaster.
A record store owner was convicted of
obscenity charges for selling a sexually ex­
plicit 2 Live Crew album. In Cincinnati, a 
museum director was cleared of obscenity 
charges for displaying seven photographs of 
Mapplethorpe.
Republican Ben Bagert of Louisiana 
dropped out of the Senate race there, so that 
incumbent Democrat Bennet Johnson would 
win over former Klansman David Duke. Duke 
is running as a Republican, although the Re­
publican party has refused to back him.
Economic and Business News
The stock market soared 63 points on Mon­
day, as investors felt optimism that there would 
be a peaceful end to the Mideast crisis and 
because of the budget agreement. On Friday, 
the market dropped 60 points in the morning 
after there were reports that the budget agree­
ment had failed, but it regained most of its losses 
and closed at 2510, down only 6 points.
The Tokyo stock market was up because 
investors felt the government would help the 
market. On Tuesday, it was up 2,676 points, or
SC H O L A R SH IP S , 
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13.2%.
Crude oil prices were up during the week, 
and closed at $37.99 per barrel.
Stock mutual funds did the worst since 
1987, and dropped 15.2% on average.
Coca Cola is test marketing “ Coke II,”  
which is just another name for the newest 
version of Coke released several years ago.
Sports News
The Boston Red Sox won the A L  East and 
will face the A L  West champions Oakland As 
for a spot in the World Series.
In N FL  week 4, the Los Angeles Raiders 
won their fourth game, as the defeated the 
Chicago Bears, who fell to 3-1. Tampa Bay is 
now tied with the Bears for the NFC central, as 
they beat last year’s champions, the Vikings. 
The Vikings are now 3-1. The Jets beat the 
Patriots, and the Bills beat the Broncos.
Compiled by George Regnery 
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TRAVEL FOR FREE !
Earn Commission! 
CAMPUS VACATIONS needs reps on 
Campus to promote Winter & Spring 
Break packages.
Call now! 800-786-7377 or write: 
Campus Vacations 
26 Court St.
Brooklyn. NY 11242
( ^ A c a p u l c o
M e n to n  Restouioni __
Affordable 
MEXICAN & AMERICAN FOOD 
'O P E N  T IL L  4 A .M .
I Dials* froan *3.95 
T A K E  OUT SER V IC E
791*1746
$  F O R B I D D E N  F O R T U N E  $
$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH!
Dear Friend,
I challenge you to join me In ■ totally 
“ U N IQ U E " Money-Making venture that 
could change your life forever, and show you 
how to begin earning $30,000.00 per month, 
every month. I G U A RAN TEE IT! ! (See The 
$50.60 Challenge) I have laid out this plan in 
great detail in a step by step manual that even 
a child could follow. I know a 67 year old 
woman in Florida who purchased my manual 
and last month she maiie over 532,COO.00. 
You could be next! Last month 1 made 
$33,253.75 just by working 12 hours per 
week. This month I expect to earn over 
$35,000.00 and take a 3 week vacation in 
Hawaii. This program has never been offered 
before and I will not offer it again. You 
cannot afford to pass up this opportunity. 
This revolutionary money-making method is 
in demand everywhere, yet few people even 
know it exists. Within 30 days you can be 
enjoying $30,000.00 a month, every month. 
Don’t Envy me Join me!
Imagine, never again having to worry 
about your financial status. Imagine 
purchasing that special home for your family 
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this 
and much more are now possible for you to 
achieve, with my easy to follow Deluxe 
Program. When you order my Deluxe 
Program today, I will offer you FREE, 
unlimited, telephone consultation. Included 
in my manual is my unpublished phone 
number for your personal use. Call anytime 
and I will be happy to help you with any 
questions.
No, this has nothing to do with Real 
Estate, playing the Lottery or Gambling. Il is
PER FEC TLY  LEG A L and does not require 
a special talent or long hours. It's very 
ynusua! and uniquely designed for each 
person that uses it. There is no ‘‘face to face”  
selling or large investment required. It’s a
HERE’S PROOF TA K E TH E $50.00 CHALLENGE
K.C. Houston, Tx. File 0195 / was working 2 
jobs and just barely getting by. I  began using 
your program 2 months ago and I  now make 
more money in I month than I  did all last 
year. Thank-you so much fo r your easy to 
operate program.
M .L. Sterling, Va. File #2251 have never seen 
a program so easy to operate as yours. 
Believe me 1 have sent for numerous so called 
get rich schemes. None of them worked and 
they just cost me money. / started your 
program for less than S10.00 and / now earn 
over $24,000.00 per month. Thank-you so 
much.
C.C. Albany, N Y File 0273 Thank you very 
much for allowing me the opportunity to 
participate in your "Deluxe Money-Making 
Program. ”  It has changed my entire life. I 
deposited $18,500.00 in my checking account 
last month.
T.J. Stuart, F I File 03 IS  1 was skeptical when 
1 heard about your program. / thought it was 
one o f those get rich quick schemes to con 
people. / figured " what the heck, either I 
make the money you say or I  get my money 
back plus S50.00. Well was 1 wrong. ”  To 
think, I  almost passed this opportunity up. / 
now earn more money in one month than I 
made all last year. Thank you Ron.
I am about to offer what no one else can! 
Order my Secret Money-Making System 
Today and if you are not making at least 
$30,000.00 following my system, send it back 
for a full refund. PLUS, I will send you an 
additional $50.00 simply for trying my 
program. You have nothing to lose and 
everything to gain. Either you make
530.000.00 or I oay you $50.00 for just trying 
my program. Supplies are limited. I will 
honor orders only until my supply has run 
out. If I receive your order after I have run 
out of manuals I will simply return your 
order with my Regrets. You Must Order 
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret 
Money-Making Program. ______
W H Y  ONLY $18.00 DOLLARS?
Obviously, I could earn much more money 
by offering my deluxe money-making 
program at a much higher price. But I am not 
interested in immediate short term profits. 1 
honestly want to help and show a select few 
people this outstanding opportunity. The 
people who most need this Deluxe Money- 
Making Program, could not afford it if it was 
too expensive. I have priced it so that anyone 
who has any serious interest in becoming a 
financial success can have the chance. It's all 
up to you! In fact, I will pay you $50.00 just 
to try my Deluxe Money-Making Program. 
You deserve more for yourself and your 
family. ORDER today, your satisfaction is 
guaranteed.
If  coupon is missing write your name and 
address on a piece of paper along with $18.00 
plus $2.00 shipping and handling and send to:
PDC Corporation 
Chenango Rd.
New Hartford, NY 13413
I
I started my program for under $15.00 and 
you can do the same. It's as valid now as it 
was 2 years ago. In fact, with the trend of the 
Nation’s economy today, my program is even 
more of a success.
S T A R T  F R O M  T H E  P R IV A C Y  
O F  Y O U R  O W N  H O M E
I put my "Deluxe Money-Making 
Program" into operation from my apartment 
2 years ago, while working a full time job. 
Last year I deposited over $625,000.00 into 
my checking account. My accountant in New 
York has my financial statement in his office 
to prove it. I now own my own home in the 
_most prestigious part of town.
nothing. I guarantee you sucess or 1 will pay 
you $50.00 for Just trying my program. You 
can’t lose. Read what Mark Preston a noted 
author and publisher on home opportunities, 
has to say about my "Deluxe Money-Making 
Program” . . .
“ Ron, you offer an outstanding oppor­
tunity. I  don't understand why y'ou don't 
charge more than S 18.00 but I  do understand 
why you offer $50.00 lo anyone who tries 
your program. Simply, It works as you 
describe. I  whole heartedly recommend y'our 
Deluxe Money-Making Program to anyone in 
need o f large turns of money, because Its 
profitable, legitimate and prox-en."
—Mark Preston
PDC Corporation 
Chenango Rd.
New Hartford. NY 13413
Drpt. 9003
Dear Ron.
I’d be crazy not to try your system. I 
understand if I don't start making $30,000 per 
month I can return your Manual for a full 
refund plus an additional $50.00 for just trying 
your Deluxe Money-Making System. On that 
basis here is my $18.00
Name
Address
City ___
Slate ___ Zip .
Please includc $2.00 lo cover postage and 
handling of your package. RR l«90 j
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Arts and Entertainment
L iv in g  C o lo u r  a n d  IN X S ... A  g o o d  p la c e  to  s ta r t
by Troy Nielsen 
and Joe  Parker
This is the first of multi-part series that will 
hopefully last throughout the year. Basically, 
we get new release tapes, listen to "em, and 
review ‘em (for your pleasure).-1 wanted to hear 
the new Living Colour because I kinda like 
them; Joe wanted to hear some INXS, so he 
made that selection. On to the reviews...
Living Colour “ Time’s Up”  (Epic Records)
Troy: Your comments, Joe?
Joe: I had never heard anything by Living 
Colour before, and was kinda hesitant when 
Troy suggested it, but, hey, I ’ve lived in a box 
long enough. The first time I listened to it, I 
wasn’t too impressed, but I decided I wasn’t 
giving them a fair shake, so I really opened up 
my mind and listened again. I was pleasantly 
surprised. They, at times, use a little too much 
noise which passes for a guitar solo, but on the 
whole they produce a good album musically. I 
was especially impressed with a couple of 
songs. “ Love Rears It’s Ugly Head”  has a 
catchy riff at the start, and tells a cool story 
which is not exactly your normal love song. 
“ Someone Like You.”  It tells what I viewed as 
a story of racial repression by the police. F i­
nally, I thought “ Elvis Is Dead”  was a great 
song. It had a cool tune, and great lyrics, firmly 
putting on tape what I have always believed, 
basically to get your head out of the sand and 
realize the dude is dead. The first side was better 
than the second side, but all the same, I give it a 
7.5outtaten. Troy...
Troy: I agree with Joe in that the first side 
seemed to be better “ laid out”  in terms of musi- 
cality. The first thing that struck me about the 
entire album was that it was incredibly diverse. 
Some people get turned off by that, but I seem to 
enjoy musicians that try and expand their hori­
zons so to speak. “ Sgt. Pepper,”  for example is
unbelievably diverse, yet people somehow 
called it a “ concept”  album.
Sometimes the diversity works and some­
times it doesn’t. The “ basic" rock songs like 
“ Pride,”  “ Information Overload,”  and “ Type” 
are very much in the Living Colour vein: hard 
and heavy crunch rock groove with righteous 
and strong vocals (and lyrics). About Vernon 
Reid’s guitar style— I love it!! He is a monster. 
To some people, like Joe, it may appear to be 
“ noise,”  but Reid’s style is so different (while 
using typical rock guitar mannerisms) and re­
freshing to people who have grown tired of 
Eddie Van Halen rip-offs. Vernon Reid really 
has a lot of soul along with the technical mas­
tery. Sometimes, Reid does deliberately make 
outright noise (beginning of “ Information Over­
load")— but it’s so bizarre that I like it!
The rhythm section (Muzz Skillings on bass 
and William Calhoun on drums) are solid as a 
rock large as Worcester. Nothing seems to 
phase them in terms of maintaining an interest­
ing and solid groove. You really can hear the 
control all of the band members have over their 
instruments; but this especially evident in the 
subtle overtones of the Muzz and William (who 
happens to be a Berklee School of Music gradu­
ate). For example, listen to the hard-core to 
mosh rock transition in “ Time’s Up.”  It’s 
bloody amazing. Also “ O lo g y a  bass solo is so 
tasteful in nature. There are several different 
types of bass playing happening at the same time 
that somehow complement each other so well. 
An excellent instrumental.
Joe, what do think of the lyrical content 
throughout the album?
Joe: I think they always have something to 
say, and what they have to say is interesting. I 
must also say that for the type of rock Living 
Colour plays, it was amazing how audible the 
lyrics are. I recommend this album.
Troy: The underlying current of the lyrical
M u s i c  T r i v i a
by Troy Nielsen
J
Questions: (no mercy this week)
1). Where did Bob Dylan receive a honorary doctorate in music from?
2). What legendary blues singer originally wrote “ Killing Floor,”  a song covered by Jimi 
Hendrix, Eric Clapton, and Led Zeppelin?
3). Name the band was named after Nazi military prositutes
4). What guitar viruoso formed the jazz-rock power group Mahavishnu Orchestra in 1971?
5). Name the band did Joe Walsh leave in 1971 to pursue a solo career.
6). This bluesmarrwas originally named McKinley Morganfield.
7). The 1974 hit “ Just the Two of Us”  was recorded by tenor saxophonist Grover Washington 
Jr. Who sang the vocals (hint: it wasn’t Grover)?
8). The first single by the High Numbers (later to be the Who) had what two tunes on it.
9). Who was the W ho’s manager for most of the band’s life.
10). Tom Waits claims he was bom in what.
Answers:
1). Princeton.
2). Chester Arthur Burnett (Howlin’ Wolf).
3). Joy Division.
4). John McLaughlin.
5). The James Gang.
6). Muddy Waters.
7). Bill Withers.
8). “ I ’m the Face”  b/w “Zoot Suit.”
9). Kit Lambert.
10). In a moving taxi.
content was socially and racially orientated. 
The lyrics aren’t written to be as blunt as other 
black bands like Public Enemy or Bad Brains, 
but Living Colour gets their message across 
nonetheless. Plus, I would much rather hear a 
lyric like “ History's a lie that they teach you in 
school/A fraudulent view called the golden 
rule" than “ She’s my cherry pie...”  Somehow 
the former is a little more substantial and well- 
spoken. In closing. Living Colour presents the 
listener with an extremely interesting blend of 
well-thought music. I rate the album (which is 
so tacky) a 8.38976 on a scale of 1 (wretched) to
10 (heavenly). Now onto INXS. Since I know 
Joe likes them a lot, I ’ll let him begin.
IN XS “ X ”  (Atlantic Records)
Joe: Well, I like them. But when I first heard 
“ Suicide Blonde”  I thought to myself “Oh no, 
Michael Hutchence isn’t quite over his' Max Q ’ 
kick.”  Again, I was pleasantly surprised. “ X ” is 
so much more varied than “ Kick" was. “ Kick” 
was much more dance-oriented, I think. Unlike 
Living Colour, IN X S  is not deep. They don’t do 
the preaching gig. They just make music. The 
closest they get to a sermon is in “ The Stairs,”  
which seemed to me to say that we are all 
basically the same, and must strive to be differ­
ent from those around us (a message for all the 
Yuppies of America). Sometimes IN X S ’ dis­
tance from the issues is good, other times you’d 
rather listen to something with a little more 
meat. But, as I was listening to this album I kept 
finding myself writing “Good Beat,”  or “Good 
Melody.”  They are not masters of anything, I 
don’t think, but they know how to do the job. 
They are not into heavy, creative bass riffs (I am, 
but...) and they don’t do long guitar solos. They 
stick with the keyboard and do a fair bit of sax 
solos. Some tend to run on. Generally it was 
typical IN XS, they don’t vary the formula too 
much, but I like it. Now to Troy, who will 
commence tearing up this album...
Troy; No... I would never put anybody 
down.(?) It’s funny, because I could really 
babble on about Living Colour, but when it 
comes to talking about IN XS I just don’t have
much to say. Basically, the album contains the 
"standard”  IN XS sound throughout. There are 
almost no attempts to deviate from their normal
2 guitar and keyboard attack.
When I first heard/saw “ Suicide Blonde”  on 
M TV I actually thought that it was an old song. 
That’s what happens when a band never really 
changes their song textures with new styles or 
approach. I mean, let’s face it, IN XS is a real 
good dance band. That is about it. The band 
members display competence on their instru­
ments, and seem to be interested in the musical 
aspects of the dance songs. For example, the 
quirky harmonica riff on the opening of “ Sui­
cide Blonde.”  That’s a real nice effect without 
doing a whole lot of playing. The presence of 
the harmonica, including the appearance of 
harmonic legend Charlie Musselwhite, adds a 
nice touch to the tunes. Also, the keyboardist 
and the saxophonist seem to have a knack of 
placing little tasteful hooks here and there in the 
songs. These hooks make the songs almost 
interesting. , (li
Personally, I don’t really like the ultra-hip 
and slick image that IN XS exudes. It’s just not 
my bag to see and hear a wet-haired singer 
strutting about and singing about his sexual 
exploits. To wrap up my commentary, the new 
IN XS album is a "good dance album” but merits 
little praise in terms of being musical. My rating 
would be a 5.
Joe: Well, I think the consumers are as much 
to blame for the present IN X S  as the band 
members. Early IN XS was rather different from 
what they are today. In fact the started out as a 
bunch of pimple-faced misfits playing in 
Sydney pubs, but that’s a whole different beat. 
Anyway, it seems to me that they have found, 
after struggling, that this is what the mass public 
wants. Unfortunately, they bow to the tempta­
tion to “ stay the course”  too easily. But then, 
don’t most bands? Anyway, I don’t like to 
dance that much, but still liked the album. I 
would be much more liberal and give it an 8. So 
much for these two. Back next week with the 
new Pogues EP  and another piece of mystery 
music. Later.
K I L L I N G  “ B O B ”
A Review by Erik Currin
“ Killing Bob,”  a play written by Brooks 
Caruthers, is one of the strangest and most 
confusing plays I have had the pleasure to see 
in a long time. In faet, it is about the strangest 
thing I have seen, ever. The play, a combina­
tion science-fiction, murder mystery, and 
romance, (and just plain weird,) features four 
different time phases. Not that it has different 
time frames, it really has different times. Time 
has become fragmented, and repeats itself pe­
riodically, so different events happen simulta­
neously. Sound confusing? Well, you got the 
general gist of it then.
The program itself was mind boggling. 
Sure, it started off with the usual list of charac­
ters. But is then totally blew my mind with the 
introductory story. This story described how 
a alien race called the Xist’s came down to 
Earth and arbitrarily decided to alter time. So 
instead of just one time, there were four mutu­
ally exclusive time frames. After altering time 
and confusing the human race to no end, the 
aliens took off altogether, leaving the humans 
quite bewildered.
In this setting we have a murder mystery. 
The murder mystery became considerately 
easier to solve when the detective could actu­
ally go back in time and see what happened. It 
helps to actually witness the events and inter­
act with the people involved in the murder. 
Thank God that this was so, for the mystery 
could not have been unraveled any other way.
The ideal beauty of this play, however, is 
that it confused everyone in the audience 
equally. Because M W  Rep. was the first 
group to perform the play, no one had ever 
seen it before. Except for those who saw it the 
night before. So everyone’s mind got melted 
as much as my did. 1 think I ’ll sue for brain 
damage, oh well.
The actors in the play were superb and 
should receive a rousing applause and pat on 
the back for this play. I know I couldn’t have 
managed with that wacky plot to add any bit of 
realism. Also, the play was funny, and any­
body could understand it. Though it was a 
strange affair, the play was an entertaining 
change of pace and well worth blowing off 
homework to go see it.
Only $2.00!
Sunday
October
1 4 th
6:30 and 9:30 
PM
Perreault Hall
SOCCOMM PRESENTS:
“In terna l A ffa irs ”
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B e r t h i a u m e  w i n s  t h r i d  s t a i g h t  t o  l e a d  
W P I  c r o s s - c o u n t r y  t o  c i t y  c h a m p i o n s h i p
by Dave Cortese
The W P I men’s cross country team contin­
ued its winning streak by dominating the other 
Worcester City schools in last Saturday’s City 
Championship. The team improved its record to 
9-0 with wins over Assumption, Holy Cross,
Worcester State, and Clark. Dave Berthiaume 
was the overall winner for the second straight 
year as he flew over W P I’s 5.5 mile home 
course in 30:39 to claim the title of City Cham­
pion. Following close behind was senior Mike 
Cummings, who Finished in 31:31 and third 
place overall. Senior Carl Benker and frosh
Women’s Cross Country improves to 6-1
Asbjom Hansen followed in the fourth and fifth 
positions with times of 31:41 and 31:43 respec­
tively. Junior Dave Cortese finished off Tech’s 
top five in the seventh spot with a time of 32:06. 
Frosh hopeful Chad Schools and sophomore 
Brian Prunier were W P l’s next two finishers in 
ninth and fourteenth place.
The final scores of the top three teams were: 
W PI 20, Holy Cross 60, and Assumption 77. 
The team’s next meet will be this Saturday at 
Bryant College for the Tri-State Champion­
ships. The men’s team is still currently ranked 
8th in New England by the Boston Globe 
coaches’ poll.
(W P I News Service) The women’s cross 
country team had another successful weekend. 
At the Saturday City Meet the Engineers posted 
a score of 33 to Holy Cross’s 30. Clark finished 
with 85, Assumption with 96 and Worcester
State had no score. Their record now stands at 
6-1. Freshman Karen Daly of Stoneham, Mass. 
finished third while senior Maura Collins of 
Littleton, Mass. finished fourth in the race.
T H E O ’S  R E S T A U R A N T  A N D  P I Z Z A
PIZZAS, GRINDERS
NOW OPEN FROM 7 AM TO 12 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY TH RO UGH  SUN D A Y
REASONABLE PRICES: 
(INCLUDING THE TAX)
SMALL PLAIN PIZZAS.............................$3.26 
(WITH WPI ID: $3.00) 
LARGE PLAIN PIZZAS.............................$6.04 
(WITH WPI ID: $5.52) 
GRINDERS....................FROM $3.00 TO $4.25
(WITH WPI ID: $0.25 OFF ANY LARGE GRINDER)
(For large amounts of pizzas and grinders, a 
better price is offered)
THE WORCESTER COUNTY MUSIC ASSOCIATION 
Invites You To The Outstanding Opening of the
Q$03rcesler QMusic (^ Festival J
Musical Artistry by World Renowned 
_____ Orchestras and Virtuosic Artists
Oct. 16 and Oct. 17 
Two Outstanding Performances 
by the
CZECH
PHILHARMONIC
£------- ------------ 1
OCT. 16
Bella Davidovich 
Piano Soloist
• Chopin • Stravinsky
• Martinu
Klara Wuertz 
Piano Soloist
• Mozart • Beethoven
• Dvorak
M  £  *  *
OCT. 18
SHANGHAI SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA 
Historic American Debut 
H0URUNYU, Conductor 
JIAN JIAN-HUN, Erhu 
(Chinese Violin)
• Rachmaninoff
• Berlioz • Chen
a -
MECHANICS HALL 8:00 P.M. 
Tickets $2? and $25*- S p e o t o l
(508) 754-3231 S t u d e n t
Music Association D lS C P i l f i t ^
COMING: WORCESTER CftORUS/WORCESTER ORCHESTRA OCT. 30
SOFIA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA, MINCH0 MINCHEV NOV. 1
WEST GERMAN SINF0NIA. GARY SCH0CKER, FLUTE NOV. 7
HANOVER BAND OF LONDON, CHRISTOPHER KITE, PIANO NOV. 9
SPECIAL EVENING WITH SHIRLEY JONES & AL HIRT NOV. 10
SLOVAK CHAMBER ORCHESTRA, B0HDAN WARCHAL NOV. 20
THE NUTCRACKER" - INDIANAP0US BALLET NOV. 24 & 25 
HANDEL'S MESSIAH * WORCESTER CHORUS & W0RC. 0RCH. DEC. 1
ANDREYEV BALALAIKA ORCHESTRA OF THE U.S.S.R. JAN. 11
TOSHIMASA WADA, LESLIE WU, WORCESTER ORCHESTRA FEB. 9
SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA, ROLF SMEDVIG MAR. 17
SH0L0M ISRAEL POPS 0RCH. & THEODORE BIKEL MAR. 20
PINCHAS ZUKERMAN AND THE ENGLISH CHAMBER 0RCH. APR. 9
Only $2.00!
SOCCOMM PRESENTS:
“In ternal A ffa irs ”
Sunday
October
1 4 th
6:30 and 9:30 
PM
Perreault Hall
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S O C C O M M  Presents
“F ie ld  o f  D r e a m s
EXTRAORDINARY RESPONSE TO 
AN EXTRAORDINARY MOTION PICTURE,
“A  M a g i c a l  A n d  M o v i n g  R i d e
... •- Wit}} its rax of comfer
culture wit ;»xi trad&oad 
values, it's a rouvfc that
nxtld hftYr ;:)«<!«
only :« tb* UJSA 
;•<>* vfcrw-trs writ; fc»w 
ihesr hearts tlx- 
rewards are pH-NtiM.'
M UIW
-ft
dr*?a*»». Jt is a fantasy 
about befek about k>-x\ 
about fath«<s and sons, 
aixiuf. -J jmskx) k;r 
Site'. Rdd nf teams' 
»  « •rwsterwoHf of
■ i r a n M M m
K E V I  N - C O S  1’ N E R
X
Wednesday, 
October 10th 
8:00 PM in 
Gompei’s 
FREE!
F i e l d  H o c k e y  o u t s c o r e s  t h e i r  o p p o e n t s  
2 9 - 1  a n d  i n c r e a s e  r e c o r d  t o  8 - 0
(W P I News Service) The W P I Field hockey 
team continued its winning ways this week as 
they romped over Framingham State 8-0, out­
played Babson College 2-0 and beat Smith 
College 1-0.
Sue Tarallo of Shrewsbury, Mass. had a 
H U G E week with four goals and two assists. 
Senior Becky Harasimowicz of Winchedon, 
Mass. scored the game winning goal in the game 
versus Smith. Nicky McGowan of Limerick,
Men’s Soccer on four-game
The men’s soccer team began the week on 
the right foot by defeating Anna Maria College 
5-0, and went on to record a victory over As­
sumption College, 4-1. They then tied Trinity 
College 4-4 on Saturday.
The week of action leaves the Engineers with 
a 4-3-1 record. Sophomore Matt Cote of Con­
way, N.H. continues to lead the team with seven 
goals and two assists to give the Engineers a nice
T e n n is  t e a m  e a r n s  f i r s t
The tennis team earned its first victory of the 
season with a tight 5-4 victory over Regis Col­
lege on Saturday. Senior Kara McCarty of 
Billerica, Mass. won first singles 6-0, 6-2 for 
W PI. Junior Ellen Madigan of Worcester, 
Mass. won at second singles 7-6,6-0 and sopho­
more Mary Burke of El Paso, Texas won at 
fourth singles, 6-2, 6-4. The doubles team of 
Madigan and McCarty won 6-1, 6-1. the last
Ireland also drove home four goals and dished 
out three assists to improve upon her team 
leading point total. On the season McGowan 
has nine goals and nine assists for 18 points. 
Tarallo is close on her heels with 10 goals and 
three assists. Participating in the New-8 Con­
ference, W P I placed three people among the 
statiatical leaders. McGowan, Tarallo and 
Harasimowicz are one, two and three in scoring. 
Junior goalie Kim Gabis of Gardener, Mass. is 
third in save percentage with a .947 percentage.
unbeaten streak
scoring combination. Brian Daly of Stoneham, 
Mass. has scored four goals and one assist while 
playing with an injured fibula.
Goalie Greg Humora of Williamstown, 
Mass. has recorded three shutouts on the season.
This week the team travels to Nichols Col­
lege on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. and follows that 
game with a match against RP I in Troy, N.Y. on 
Friday at 4 p.m.
v i c t o r y  o f  t h e  s e a s o n
victorious game was also the most important. 
Cindy Proff of Eagan, Minn, and Julie Driscoll 
of East Bridgewater, Mass. won 6-3, 6-1. 
Madigan has been W P I’s only consistent win­
ner this season. Earlier in the week, the team 
dropped matches to M IT and Assumption Col­
lege. This week the team hosts Mt. Holyoke on 
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. and plays at Suffolk on 
Saturday at 11 a.m.
G et A  C lue!
J o i n  N e w s p e a k
Join S O C C O M M  and program the shows, movies, 
and concerts that you want on campus! 
W eekly meeting times for all commmittes are as 
follows:
Coffeehouse Committee TBA
Concerts Committee 4:30 PM Thurs Riley Conference Room
Films Committee 7:00 PM Weds Gompei’s Place
Pub Committee 7:30 PM Mon Student Activities Office
Publicity Committee 7:30 PM Tues Student Activities Office
Cinematech/Spectrum Committee 4:30 pm Wed Student Activities Office
Special Events Committee TBA
If you can’t make the meetings, stop in the SOCCOMM office
GE INVOLVED!
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EDITORIAL
R ead  th is  o r d ie  - T h e  o ffic a l 199 0  d e a d lin e  n o tic e
Normally the editorial is not the place to take care of 
routine business, but maybe a little more prominent place­
ment w ill improve the chances all of you will read this.
This is the last Newspeak for A-Term. Have a good 
October break, even though it’s only a few days. Our next 
issue w ill be on October 30th. Advertisements for that issue 
are due by 5 pm on Thursday, October 25. Articles are due 
by 5 pm on the following day, Friday, October 26.
For those of you out there who continue to send in 
submissions late, our deadline for advertisements is 5 pm on 
the Thursday preceding publication, and all articles are due 
by 5 pm on the Friday preceding publication. In B-Term 
these deadlines will be strictly followed. If  an article or ad­
vertisement is late, it will be put on a “ space available” 
basis, regardless of its importance. There will be no
L E T T E R S
exceptions.
A  few remarks on submissions. If our door is locked, 
shove whatever you have under our door. For those of you 
who don’t even know where we are, we are in the basement 
of Riley Hall, on the Daniels side. We encourage everyone 
to send us articles electronical ly, preferably over the Encore 
(mail to newspeak@wpi). Disks are also accepted. We 
maintain a disk return box so you can pick up your disk after 
each week. Newspeak uses Microsoft Word for all word 
processing. If  you do not use Microsoft Word, we can still 
convert your Files to our format. If  possible, please save the 
File as “ ascii text” (or equivalent), to remove all the funky 
formatting codes your word processor puts in the file.
Nothing is more frustrating to us than to get a nicely 
printed word-processed article for submission. You’ve
obviously already typed it in, and now we have to type it. 
It’s a waste of your time and ours. If  you normally type an 
article before submission, send us the disk! Typing your 
article yourself reduces the risk of our inability to read your 
handwriting, or making typos.
Please try to remember that we are a group of students 
trying our best to put out a paper every week. None of us get 
paid for our work, and all we seem to receive from the W PI 
community are comments such as: “ Where’s the Police 
Log?”  “ Look at that typo!”  “ Where’s the news in the 
newspaper?” Don’t complain - get involved. We always 
need help. To all of you who have been helping - editors, 
staff members, all the folks who send us disks/e-mail - 
thanks. You’ve made the past seven issues a reality. See 
you all next term!
S o m e  f a c u l t y  s h o u ld  n o t  b e  t e a c h in g  a t  W P I
To the Editor:.^11
• « -f.. t .,
In response to Thomas Pane’s letter 
which challenges William Katzman’s 
assertion that there are certain home­
work assignments that freshman “ can 
get away with not doing," I basically 
agree with your point, but to lay a 
blanket claim that “ W P I professors are 
some of the best in the nation” is a 
crock. And if you really believe that, I 
have a small campus that I ’d like to sell 
you.
Granted, there are many outstand­
ing faculty at W P I; real people with an 
impassioned desire and talent for 
teaching. O f the forty plus faculty that 
I have had the opportunity to experi­
ence over the past several years, the 
outstanding performers that immedi­
ately come to mind are Professors 
Boyd, Hagglund and Yankee in Me­
chanical Engineering, Professor 
Zeugner in Humanities, Professor 
Beall in Chemistry and Professor 
Krackhardt in Electrical Engineering. 
These people have made my learning 
experience enjoyable. Unfortunately, 
just as there are extraordinary faculty 
at W P I, there are some that should be 
teaching at Worcester Technical High. 
Not that I ’m belittling Tech., it’s just 
that there are some W P I faculty mem­
bers that shouldn’t be teaching at the 
college level. But that’s an administra­
tion failure and the material for another 
letter.
Students at W P I are under a great 
deal of pressure, much more than at 
other Colleges and Universities. The 
greatest features of the Plan are also 
some of its greatest detriments. The
seven week term gives you very little 
time to bounce back from a bad week 
or, God forbid, two bad weeks. The 
pressure is on from the First day of the 
term until finals with little or no re­
prieve. We, the students of W P I, are 
different from the students of other 
Colleges and Universities. We aren’t 
all valedictorians like M IT students, 
and we’re not all rich like Brown or 
Yale students. We are a cross section 
of young people who are willing to 
work very hard in a unique format for 
an excellent education. The faculty 
that work for us should be equally 
willing and capable of adapting to the 
unique situation here at W PI and, if 
necessary, to the requirements of their 
individual students. I don't want to be 
spoon-fed, but after seven weeks, I 
want a professor to at least know my 
name and hopefully be aware of my 
strengths and weaknesses.
When was the last time a professor 
came up to you after class and told you 
that he/she noticed that you were hav­
ing a specific problem in your home­
work papers or on a test and suggested 
a remedial solution? There are some 
members of the faculty that do that. 
But there are many more that feel that 
it is the student’s responsibility to 
know when they are in over their 
heads, acknowledge the fact that they 
may be in trouble and take the appro­
priate action required to recover before 
the term ends. I dropped out of W P I in 
1983 because I wasn’t aware that I was 
in over my head and going down for the 
third time. My level of dissatisfaction 
with the faculty was so high that I 
vowed never to return to this living
To the  C lass of ’94
My name is Shawn Pete and the 
position I ran for was the position of 
President of the Freshman Class. I 
think things got a little out of hand this 
past week. As I write this I have no idea 
of the outcome of the elections. All I ’m 
trying to do is clarify the reasoning 
behind my actions.
The first thing I want to clarify are 
the reasons why I used the Australian 
accent.
Reason #1: I have difficulty just 
walking up to people, introducing 
myself and starting a conversation. I 
usually start stuttering and what I had 
to say was too important to allow that 
to occur. So I assumed the accent to 
keep myself from stuttering. When 
anyone asked me where I was from, I 
told them that I was from Montana. I 
never once lied or tried in any way to 
deceive anyone. I learned the accent 
the way anyone else would have, from 
an Australian, so it isn’t a fake. The 
Australian that I learned it from was the 
pastor of my church.
Reason #2: I thought that using the 
accent would be a good way to have
people remember who I was. As far as 
I know, it worked the way I planned. I 
sincerely hope that I have not hurt 
anyone’s feelings.
The next thing I want toclarify is the 
reasoning behind getting as many 
names as I did. I did not start out trying 
to get as many names as I could; as a 
matter of fact, what I was trying to do 
was get out and meet as many of you as 
I could. Getting signatures was a good 
way to do that (at least I thought so). 
I ’m not sure how accurate this number 
is, but I ’ve been told that there are 650 
freshmen. I received signatures from 
less than a third of them, although I ’m 
not sure of the exact number. I was 
going to turn in all but enough to insure 
I had 60 legible signatures (about 75).
No matter what the outcome of the 
elections is I want you to know, like me 
or not, that I have been and will con­
tinue to be myself to everyone. 1 also 
refuse to put down anyone else because 
I believe in true competition where 
there are no winners or losers, just 
somebody who holds the position.
Shawn Pete '94
Stop complaining about problems.
Do something about it and get involved.
Newspeak is looking for people would want to get involved with 
creating the paper each week. If  you are interested in writing news 
articles, taking pictures of activities on campus, proof reading, or 
laying out the paper, send your name and box number to Newspeak 
at box 2700. You can also call us at 831-5464.
hell. Unfortunately, after five years of 
resisting, reality forced me to return to 
complete my degree requirements.
Getting back to the main topic, I do 
homework until I finish or collapse, 
whichever comes first. Not doing 
homework just because you “ can get 
away with it”  is a poor excuse. If you
that you (or your folks) are paying top 
dollar for, then you have to play the 
game and do all your homework. That 
doesn’t mean copying a Fraternity 
brother’s paper. There is no benefit to 
that. Do it yourself until you can’t stay 
awake. Do it to spite the piss-poor 
faculty members (you know who you
Just remember, an NR received be­
cause you didn’t memorize your 
nightly list of “ buzz-words”  is still an 
NR, no matter how repulsive the con­
cept of rote memorization may be, and 
will only tend to extend your visit here 
at lovely W PI.
Anthony M. Smith - SU '91want to leave W PI with the education are) or to credit the real motivators.
Some problems are not worth doing
To the Editor:
Well, Mr. Pane, I really hate to burst 
your bubble, but nobody is perfect or 
omniscient. What I mean, is that yes, 
we do have some of the best professors 
in the nation. However, “ the best pro­
fessors,”  doesn ’t mean that they are the 
best teachers or the best researchers (or 
maybe just the best at publishing their 
research) - they can be either or both 
(there are probably even some profes­
sors here who aren’t good at either). I 
know that some of the professors I ’ve 
had may have had numerous publica­
tions, but that doesn’t mean they could 
teach. I ’ve also had professors who 
were really good at both - research (and 
subsequent publication), and teaching, 
and yes I ’ve even had teachers who 
were only good at teaching.
Anyways, I maintain that some 
assigned/suggested problems aren’t 
worth doing at all. In particular, I take 
exception to Mr. Pane’s statement that 
“ If  you freshmen begin your college 
careers intelligently, that is by going to 
all classes and doing all assignments, 
you will train yourself to work hard and 
always strive to do your best.”  My first 
disagreement is that intelligence is 
equated with doing all assignments 
( I ’m ignoring the going to all classes 
part right now). I would argue that the 
intelligent student will look at the sug­
gested problem, and if he/she knows 
how to do it, then he/she will choose 
not to waste his/her time going through 
the mechanical motions, instead he/ 
she will do something else which mer­
its his/he attention more strongly.
My second disagreement is that 
doing useless problems (and I maintain 
that I have been assigned some repeti­
tive problems) will train you to “ al­
ways strive to do your best.”  I would 
argue that doing one’s best does NOT
consist of going through routine, labo­
rious problems (save that for the com­
puter), but does consist of seeking a 
better understanding of things. Or at 
the very least doing one’s best consists 
of seeking to improve one’s abilities 
(which doing repetitive problems may 
help... but it may not help near as much 
as something else you could be doing 
would).
Okay, forexample, in my Freshman 
year C-term I was taking differential 
equations with Van A. (a professor 
that was highly rated by students in a 
poll by some freshman that year). Van 
A. was a good professor (most people 
thought he was a little strict though). 
Now, in that term I was also in two 
plays, and I wrote my first play (which 
got an honorable mention in a contest I 
submitted it to this year). I had learned 
some differential equations in a former 
math course (which got canceled the 
end of my freshman year). So, conse­
quently I went through this course and 
did very little of the homework, be­
cause I did not have the time to do it. I 
got a B in the class, mostly because I 
made many minor mistakes on the tests 
(I understood the concepts though). In 
this instance, not doing more than one 
problem out of every homework as­
signment may have hurt my grade 
because I was more careless in taking 
tests, but it did NOT hurt my learning. 
I would argue that I knew just about as 
much as anyone (about differential 
equations who came out of Van A.s 
differential equations class - actually I 
probably knew more than most (Van 
A. was considered a “ tough” teacher - 
but was respected by most students)). I 
personally think that my “ sacrificing”  
a possible A  for a B was well worth the 
extra amount of time I was able to put 
into the two acting roles I had, as well
as the writing of a play that I enjoyed, 
others enjoyed (and others will be en­
joying (I hope) this Oct.). Further­
more, many people don’t sacrifice 
grades or learning by knowing that 
some problems are kind of useless to 
do.
I am not advocating blowing off 
your school work. I am merely saying 
that you will probably soon leam what 
is best for you. As an aside, I might add 
that in my upper level physics classes I 
have not (or at least I have rarely) been 
assigned useless problems. However, 
in one calculus class I remember, they 
more than made up for that.
Oh, by the way, Chris Jachimowicz 
sent me that letter (to Newspeak), and 
we talked, and they had gotten further 
along on their plans than I knew. They 
really are trying to keep Gompei’s 
unique “ pubbish”  feel about it. I like 
their renovation ideas more or less.
William  Katzman '92
PS. I was expecting some profes­
sors to write in - I had heard some 
disagreed with my letter, and actually 
took time in class to speak about it. I 
wonder why you didn’t write a letter 
about it - was it that you don’t respect 
Newspeak, or you didn’t have the time 
(outside of class), or that you didn’t 
think my letter was worth responding 
too? Just wondering - if you want to 
tell me why you didn’t respond, then 
just drop me a note in my computer 
account. Thanks.
PPS. Remember when I said some­
times you’ll have to spend that extra 
hour on a class... well curiously 
enough nobody ever mentions that. 
Actually, you may have to spend more 
on the order of an extra weekend on 
that *particular* class, and the time has 
to come from somewhere...
The Pub committee is doing a terrible job
To the Editor:
Have you noticed how few bands 
have played in Gompei’s Place since B 
term of last year? Between A and B 
terms of last year, the Pub Committee 
under Pub Committee President Bill 
Kalgren presented seven pub shows 
featuring twenty acts: The Lemon- 
heads/The Eggs O f Evolution, Tribe/ 
The Aliens, The Zulus/Field Erickson, 
Dumptruck/Dead Men On Holiday, 
The Heretix/Dead Men On Holiday, 
The Service/Thin Red Line, and the 
Pub Committee Weekend Riot (Death 
of Samantha following W P I bands 
Hush Hush, Dead Men On Holiday, 
Eggs O f Evolution, Thin Red Line, 
TKR, The Slave Girls From Beyond 
Infinity, and The Madmen). The Pub 
Committee alone brought these bands; 
this figure does not include Coffee­
house or Special Event shows. All 
seven shows featured a professional 
headlining band and W P I bands open­
ing. Yet in A  term of this year we have
had only one W P I band play (Thin Red 
Line) and no professional bands at all. 
In A  and B terms of this year the only 
additional shows currently scheduled 
are a Reducers (professional) show for 
the end of October with no opening act 
planned. Nothing is planned for No­
vember at all; only speculation exists 
about December. Last year’s Pub 
Committee brought twenty events; 
with the same budget this year’s com­
mittee can do only two? What hap­
pened?
A new Pub Committee President 
was elected. Kevin Manning, who had 
never booked or run a pub show, was 
elected in Soccom general election last 
year over Troy Neilsen, an active and 
enthusiastic Pub Committee member. 
We are seeing the dangers of people 
voting for their friends. In C and D 
terms last year, after Manning took 
over. Treat Her Right/Dead Men On 
Holiday (a show booked by Troy be­
fore Manning was elected), and The 
Sense (professional, no opener)
played. Manning booked none of 
them. In fact, Kevin Manning has not 
personally booked a pub show yet. He 
has turned away bands for open shows 
that went unbooked. The Pub Com­
mittee is going to bring you as few 
bands this semester as they did last 
semester. Usually all A  term shows are 
booked over E  term and at the very 
beginning of A  term. You will see no 
shows because the clique running the 
Pub Committee will bring you none; 
their budget will go unspent (so far 1/
10 of the budget for this semester is 
allocated for booked and played 
shows). What can you do? Join the 
Pub Committee! It has swollen to 
disproportionate size (14 people as 
opposed to 5 or 6 last year), so bring 
your friends. Meetings are at 7:30 on 
Mondays in the Student Events office 
(by the mailboxes). You have paid 
your money; it must be used or given 
back to the school, so act now!
Name witheld
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Tired of “Lifecall” ad being ridiculed
To the Editor:
“ Help! I ’ve fallen and I can’t get 
up!”  This is the call of “ Lifecall”  a new 
product designed for elderly people 
who live alone. For those of you who 
are unfamiliar with Lifecall', let me 
explain its basics. Lifecall is a small, 
palm sized device which is offered for 
sale to self-sufficient elderly persons. 
In the event that they should suffer an 
accident such as a fall, dizziness, or 
chest pain, all they have to do is pull out 
Lifecall and hit the button. The device 
sends a signal to the dispatcher to send 
an ambulance to pick up the person. 
This system has widespread benefits, 
but I am a bit annoyed at the amount of 
public ridicule and criticism which is 
being drawn.
I have heard the phrase, “ Help! I ’ve 
fallen and I can’t get up!”  imitated and 
laughed at by disc jockeys, people on 
the street, and others. I have even seen 
the phrase plastered upon a T-shirt 
above a supposedly humorous picture 
of an old woman taking a dip off the 
staircase. While I do admit that a 
product such as Lifecall lends itself to 
a bit of mild humor, the theory behind 
it is not a laughing matter.
Let’s face the facts; with medical
technology what it is today, there are 
quite a bit less people leaving life than 
there are entering it. High birth rates in 
many countries do not help this matter 
greatly, and in the not so distant future, 
a significantly large percentage of the 
population will be made up of elderly 
people.
It is wise to remember that we all 
had grandparents once (many college 
age people still have them). I can 
remember one incident with my grand­
father which brings back pangs of nos­
talgia. I was six years old on a weekend 
visit, sitting in the family room with 
my paternal grandparents. My grand­
mother got up and went into the other 
room to use the phone, and she told my 
grandfather, “ Now you make sure you 
watch Tommy!”  I proceeded to go 
through all the contents of the sitting 
room, leaving everything disheveled 
and overturned. My grandmother re­
turned ten minutes later and cried, 
“ What’s going on in here?”  Grandpa 
smiled and said, “ Nothing - I ’m watch­
ing Tommy!”  I chuckle whenever I 
think of this or any other story about 
my grandparents. I ’m sure that every­
one reading this is now thinking of 
their own special memories of their 
grandparents, gems of thought that
evoke unique feelings of respect.
Lifecall ridicule is wrong because 
we all know elderly people who are 
dear to us in one way or another, and 
having a relative, elderly or otherwise, 
brought to the hospital by a stroke or
heart attack is no joke. I can’t believe 
that some people actually wear shirts 
which ridicule such an important seg­
ment of our population. Elderly people 
are living history books, and anyone 
who has taken the time to sit down and
listen to stories from the past has surely 
enjoyed the experience, whether the 
dialogue took place across a 3000 mile 
phone line or the back porch rocking 
chair.
Thomas A. Pane '93
Students for Mideast Peace
Students misunderstood 
the Goat’s Head Tradition
To the Editor:
Four weeks ago, Monday, Labor 
Day, marks the four week anniversary 
of this year’s theft of the Goat’s Head, 
which has since been recovered. The 
theft of this school artifact from Gor­
don Library was done by four individu­
als from the Class of ’93 without the 
approval of the class officers. This 
theft was completed in an attempt to 
follow tradition. However, several 
mistakes were made during this opera­
tion, and the law was broken. We 
apologize for not checking with our 
class officers ahead of time regarding 
the Goat’s Head, and for breaking the 
law. We apologize to the staff of 
Gordon Library and the rest of the W P I 
community.
Our problem arose from a misun­
derstanding of the traditions involved 
with the removal of the Goat’s Head.
W e assumed that the Goat’s Head was 
actually stolen as part of the tradition, 
but we were mistaken. Since then we 
have been informed of our errors and it 
is now our responsibility to inform the 
students of the proper tradition. There 
is much more to the tradition than just 
the removal of the Goat’s Head. Inter­
class events must be won, the removal 
must then be coordinated with the class 
officers and the Alumni Association. 
These mistakes were unintentional, as 
was the dissention we apparently 
caused on campus, especially in the 
sophomore class. Our only goal was to 
procure the Goat’s Head for our class 
and carry on the tradition. We are sorry 
for the problems we have caused.
Russ Beavis ‘93 
Rick Daigle ‘93 
Nestor Deocampo ‘93 
Jim  Moore '93
To the Editor:
Starting from August 2nd, 1990, the 
eyes of the world have been fixed on 
the Persian Gulf once again. This 
newfound attention was the result of 
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
The Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, 
by ordering the invasion of Kuwait, 
committed a blatant act of aggression 
against a weak neighboring country 
and this is totally unjustifiable in our 
opinion. The human sorrow that will 
result from the invasion of Kuwait is 
horrific. As a result lives will be lost or 
shattered, and most importantly the 
identity of a subjugated nation might 
also be lost and this will result in the 
loss of people’s right to self-determi­
nation
However, our fear of the outbreak 
of military conflict has justified a more 
profound analysis of the roots of the 
problem rather than the simple minded 
attitude presented by the media with 
the scenario of Us vs. Them.
The reasons behind the invasion of 
Kuwait, and the possible shift towards 
further instability in the region are not 
as simple as they have been presented 
to us. The media depicted Saddam 
Hussein as a megalomaniac, a “ Hitler”  
who pounced on his weak, helpless 
neighbor. The analogy with Hitler and 
Nazi Germany is very naive and in- 
nacurate. That is probably due to the 
unawareness of the media as well as the 
public about the history of that region.
In this post cold-war era, with the
Soviet Union’s opposition in world 
politics totally vanished, the U.S has 
been left as “ caretaker" of the world. 
This role allowed the U.S. to mistak­
enly categorize this crisis as an isolated 
act of a barbarian that threatens to 
destabilize the world economy.
Iraq had emerged from its eight year 
war with Iran with a battle tested mil­
lion man army, and the second largest 
proven oil reserves in the world, a 
ravaged and totally devastated econ­
omy and acrippling debt of $40 billion.
Neighboring him is a country that 
was cheating on their oil quota; there­
fore depriving him of an estimated 
billion dollars a year which is crucial to 
revive his economy; a country that was 
demanding Iraq pay them back $12 
billion they gave Hussein to finance his 
war with Iran, a war in which Kuwait 
fully supported Iraq out of fear of 
Iran’s dominance in the region.
It would be short-sighted indeed to 
separate the Iraqi invasion from the 
other conflicts in the region. In order to 
clearly understand the motives behind 
Saddam Hussein’s actions, we have to 
look at the invasion within the scope of 
the other conflicts in the area.
The western stand on the Palestin­
ian and Lebanese problems as well as 
the eternal conflict between the 
“ Have”  and the “ Have-nots”  are the 
main reasons behind the frustration felt 
by the Arab people. A  sense of apathy 
felt towards the western policy makers 
is a result of an inconsistent foreign 
policy towards the Middle East. Con­
sequently, the western powers are seen 
by the people in the region through the 
prism of colonialism which still brings 
devastating memories to people’s 
minds. These frustrations might help 
explain the show of some support for 
Saddam Hussein in the Arab region, 
contrary to what the media would like 
us to believe. As the “ Manchester 
Guardian Weekly”  of the U K  editorial­
ized in its September 2nd issue, “ The 
tide of anti-westem opinion runs high 
in the Arab world... The sense of 
grievance is real and wholly under­
standable. Arabs are not reassured by 
America’s record of double standards - 
the willingness to rush into action at the 
annexation of Kuwait, yet condone, if 
not endorse, Israeli annexation.”
If there is one positive aspect that 
the Gulf crisis has achieved, it is to give 
people the opportunity to assess how 
much they really know about the world 
they live in. It is about time the media 
as well as the public became more 
acquainted with cultures other than 
their own. Thus, we feel that because 
of the tenuous peace in the Middle 
East, the presence of U.S. troops in the 
region will probably bring about fur­
ther instability. True peace in the re­
gion will not emanate from an escala­
tion in the arms race but rather from 
sound and fair negotiations, and even­
tually a local answer to a regional prob­
lem within the framework of democ­
racy.
Students fo r Mideast Peace
E n e r g y  e x p e r t s  e x p r e s s  c o n c e r n  o v e r  o i l  d e p e n d e n c e
R e p o n s e  t o  u n in t e n t io n a l  b i a s
To the Editor:
In last week’s issue, there was an 
editorial which wrongly criticized my 
article on the Shakespeare Sampler at 
Bancroft Tower. The editorial implied 
that I had an unintentional bias when I 
referred to the actor who played the 
actor of Othello as black. If the person 
writing the article had any knowledge 
of Othello, she would know that 
Othello is a Spanish Moor in the play.
He is traditionally played by black 
actors, and to have a white Othello 
playing Othello would just be wrong 
for some reason. The only criticism I 
should be subject to is the fact that I 
didn’t say “ Of course, Othello was 
portrayed by a black acter.”  Please, 
when writing editorials, don’t be quick 
to jump on someone’s case before you 
know all the facts. Any comments? 
Send them to box #817. Thanx.
Erik  Currin 93
The following open letter to Presi­
dent Bush (which 1 received by elec­
tronic mail) should be of general inter­
est to the W P I community, especially 
in view of the importance our institu­
tion places on interdisciplinary studies 
of science, society, and policy-mak- 
ing. The letter was signed by 190 
national and international energy ex­
perts concerned about the wisdom of 
going to war as a way of assuring the 
world’s access to oil. The signers 
come from a wide range of back­
grounds, including university and na­
tional laboratory research centers, 
public and private utilities, local, state 
and federal governmental agencies, 
non-profit agencies and private con­
sulting corporations. These experts 
were gathered at the fifth biannual 
conference on Energy Efficiency in 
Buildings sponsored by the American 
Council for an Energy Efficient Econ­
omy (A C EEE .) The conference was 
held at the Asilomar Conference Cen­
ter, in Pacific Grove, California, Au-
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gust 19-25,1990. The signers encour­
aged those so inclined to pass this letter 
along to their legislators and local 
newspapers.
Prof. Steven Moore 
Biomedical Engineering Dept.
To President George Bush,
As citizens and energy profession­
als, we are deeply concerned that our 
country may go to war in the Middle 
East, allegedly over petroleum sup­
plies. Our dependence on oil makes us 
increasingly inclined to use military 
force to protect vulnerable foreign 
supplies. Energy conservation, effi­
ciency improvements and the use of 
alternative and renewable fuels could 
substantially reduce this dangerous 
and costly dependence.
The current crisis is yet another il­
lustration of how chronic dependence 
on oil jeopardizes our national secu­
rity, weakens our economy and de­
stroys our environment. Military solu­
tions are costly in lives and dollars and 
still leave us vulnerable to the next oil 
market destabilization. Proposed sup­
ply solutions, such as an offshore and 
Alaskan oil drilling or increased use of 
nuclear power and coal, cannot meet 
either our short- or long-term needs,
are expensive, and are environmental 
unacceptable.
In contrast, energy efficiency, alter­
native fuels and renewable energy 
sources improve our national security, 
our environment, and our economy. 
We have proven methods for saving oil 
at lest cost than obtaining new sup­
plies. For example:
* Increasing efficiency stan­
dards to 40 miles per gallon for autos 
and 30 miles per gallon for light trucks 
will save far more oil than we import 
from Iraq and Kuwait.
* A reduction of 3 miles per 
day per vehicle will save the same 
amount immediately.
* An investment in an en- 
ergy-efficient window factory will 
save as much energy as would be pro­
duced by an offshore drilling platform 
costing 100 times as much.
There are many more ways to meet 
our energy needs through efficiency 
and alternatives. We call on our lead­
ership lo invest in energy efficiency, 
not in war.
—  Signed by 190 attendees of the 
Conference of the American Council 
fo r an Energy Efficient Economy, dur­
ing August of 1990 in Pacific Grove, 
California
By Leigh Rubin
‘ It's cool guys, the cn*’s away."
Color Guard and the WPI Cheerleaders lead the parade around the Quad.
%  ^ i „  , t ,  , , , , . < i f r# t %"4V4 0 f * * Two WPI freshmen take a mud bath in Institute Pond following the annual Freshman-Sophomore Rope Pull.
NEWSPEAK STAFF PHOTO/WILLIAM BARRY
WPI defenders swarm over Amherst ball carrier. Thecharge is lead byjunior Pat Tompkins and Senior 
Captain Jeff Joaquin. , . v ->4 t
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Homecoming 1990 in review
Bart Simpson makes a guest appearance on Tau Kappa Epsilon’s entry into the 
parade. They won the “Most Creative” award.
Alpha Chi Rho’s entry into the parade. This float shows the events of the 1960’s, and won “Best Float”
Homecoming went off without a hitch this year. The 
road race was great, the winners were announced at 
halftime. The parade of floats had a good turnout of 
participants. The groups included the W P I Cheerleaders, 
W P I’s solar and sports cars. The International Student 
Council, the sororities of Alpha Gamma Delta and Phi 
Sigma Sigma, and the fraternities of Alpha Chi Rho. 
Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon, and Theta Chi. Each group tried to represent the 
theme of “ Return to your wonder years." After the tra­
ditional two laps of the Quad the winners for this year 
were announced. International Student Council won 
“ Best Theme”  with their float of an Earth giving the peace 
sign. Tau Kappa Epsilon won the “ Most Creative”  award 
with their huge Bart Simpson. Phi Sigma Sigma won the 
“ Most Spirited”  award. Alpha Chi Rho won the “ All 
Around”  float award for the eighth year in a row. The 
winning float was a view of the campus and events that 
occurred in the 60’s, including W P I’s 1963 tuition of 
$1600.
The quad was busy with the usual Homecoming 
events. There were booths set up for a variety of food, 
drink and events such as children’s face painting, and a 
juggler. Of course homecoming was filled with alumni 
coming back to see the game, meet old friends, and eat 
and drink a little on the quad.
The Homecoming football game this year was against 
Amherst. Through the first quarter it looked like W P I 
might have a tough time, but after a great second quarter 
W P I pulled out to a huge lead that they never lost. The 
second half was no competition. W PI went on to a 52-28 
romp over Amherst.
Immediately after the game the Freshmen anti Sopho­
more classes went down to Institute Pond for the Tradi­
tional rope pull. For the second year in a row the Sopho­
more class dragged the Freshmen class into the Pond for 
a little mud bath. This was a great finish to another great 
Homecoming.
Also at the parade was the WPI Solar Car. This car completed the GM Sun Rayce that went from 
Florida to Detroit.
WPI’s own race car sits idle before showing off its stuff at Homecoming.
Sophomore Brian Mylott heads for the end zone while Amherst was in hot pursuit.
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Orgasmic Vandalism J
By M att Meyer 
Newspeak Staff
Do you remember the condom machines that 
were installed in various bathrooms and laundry 
rooms all across campus last year? If  not, where 
the hell have you been? High school? Likely 
excuse. Anyways, it was a big step for W PI. 
The school and those departments involved 
were displaying their social awareness and 
provided the students with a valuable service, 
but some people just couldn’t appreciate that. 
Unfortunately, some of the condom machines 
are no longer there and it is not because they 
were stolen, although that would have been an 
interesting scene. Picture this: Someone walk­
ing out of the laundry room with a condom 
dispenser buried under a heap of towels in a 
laundry basket. No, that wouldn’t be too obvi­
ous. Pretty cool idea though, your own personal 
condom machine. You could mount in to the 
wall in your room, but unfortunately you would 
give every woman who saw it, including your 
girlfriend, a complex about you. I ’m sure mom
would love it too.
What really happened was that the machines 
were vandalized and rather than fix them, the 
vendors removed them and people wonder why 
we can’t get a change machine. What I really 
don’t understand is why some loser would van­
dalize a condom machine or why someone 
vandalizes anything. What is the point? So you 
can spray the expletive form of the word “ copu­
late”  on a school wall so an administrator can 
modify it to “ Buick”  the next day. So you can 
dent the face plate of a condom machine and 
maybe even get a stock of free condoms. What 
is a loser like you going to do with 150 lubri­
cated condoms? God knows you’re too much of 
an ass to use them for what they are intended. 
Let me guess, you’ll feed them to your ultra­
pampered poodle, named Fifi, so that she defe­
cates in little plastic baggies... how novel!
I honestly don’t see what a person gets out of 
vandalizing a condom dispenser. That is, un­
less... maybe in provides some kind of sexual 
charge. Getting off on vandalizing condom 
machines: Orgasmic vandalism! Here’sonefor
T h e  W i l d e r n e s s  W r i t e r
Autumn
B y  Athena Demetry 
Newspeak Staff
I f  I  could have my choice
on the way to exile
/ think I'd  rather sleep forever
than wake up cold
in a country without women.
- Stanley Kunitz
The land is a mother that never dies.
- Maori
Ah, Autumn - the mother of seasons. More 
than any other time of the year, it is autumn 
when we fell closest to the earth. Spring too, is 
a feminine season, but where Spring is frivo­
lous, skitterish, and somewhat airheaded. Au­
tumn is subdued, contemplative, and wise. 
Spring is a young girl escaping her parents; 
Spring is flirtatious; spring makes mistakes. 
Autumn is a mature woman, plump and nurtur­
ing, steadfast and graceful. She knows the ways 
of the world and gives fully of herself, providing 
a comforting hearth and home between the 
swelter of summer and the ravage of winter.
The wind is a lady with 
bright slender eyes( who
moves)at sunset 
and who-touches-the 
hills without any reason
- e. e. cummings
Autumn means the first sweater of the sea­
son, trips to the apple orchard, frolics in the seas 
of brilliant fallen leaves, sightings of raucous 
vees of geese, the antics of boisterous, acorn- 
cheeked chipmunks chasing each other up, 
down, and around the oaks. The earth is bulg­
ing, ripe with golden squashes and pumpkins, 
plump with apples, grains and nuts. It’s harvest
time, and Mother Earth is generous with her 
fruits; she’s caring for us, fortifying us for the 
long, barren winter ahead, when she will hide 
away among her blankets before awakening as 
the girlish spring.
spring slattern o f seasons you 
have dirty legs and a muddy 
petticoat, drowsy is your 
mouth your eyes are sticky 
with dreams and you have 
a sloppy body
from being brought to bed of crocuses 
when you sing in your whiskey-voice
the grass 
rises on the head of the earth 
and a ll the trees are put on edge
- e. e. cummings
In Autumn, this time of celebrations and 
festivals, harvests and gatherings, let us cele­
brate woman - the mysterious, strong and gentle 
touches of the Mother Earth, and the beauty and 
essentialness of woman in this world that has so 
often been the world of men. Honor her dignity, 
her capacity to care, guide, and nurture, and her 
precious ability to give birth not only to chil­
dren, but to ideas and visions of beauty and 
integrity.
I  am the poet o f the woman 
the same as the man 
And I say it is as great to be 
a woman as to be a man;
And I  say there is nothing 
greater than the mother 
of men.
- Walt Whitman
Note: Check out the newly unfenced grass in 
the quad - it’s so green it sparkles! Let’s keep it 
that way!
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_________________ Traditions__________________J
By Alton Reich 
Newspeak Staff
This weekend is Homecoming, and by the 
time you read this it will have come and gone. I, 
however, am writing this before it even hap­
pens, and have no idea what really will happen. 
Homecoming is one of those things I really 
don’t understand all that well. As I see it, all 
homecoming does is give alumni an excuse to 
come back and abuse their livers with old 
friends while on campus. This is as opposed to 
abusing their livers together in the privacy of 
their own homes.
I ’m sure there must be some more sinister 
purpose behind Homecoming. I ’ll just bet that 
the administration sees alumni arriving, becom­
ing mildly to severely intoxicated, and writing 
checks for large sums of money as donations. I 
would think that the purpose behind an event 
like this is to canvas graduates for cash. It seems 
to me that when it comes to money the admini­
stration doesn’t miss a beat.
I really should be fair to our beloved presi­
dent by saying, at least he’s managed to stay out 
of trouble so far this year. I think that all the
excitement of the past two has caused Herr 
Strauss to keep his down to those that don’t 
cause campus wide uproars. Who am I kidding, 
he’ll be at it again as soon as the opportunity 
presents itself. If  there is one thing that he’s 
good at, it’s making himself the target for a lot 
of built up frustration in the students. Can’t 
stand a professor, take it out on Strauss.
But I digress. Homecoming is not the only 
W P I tradition. Graduation is another, although 
some never manage to get there. The point is 
that I have been told that the columnist before 
me, a Joshua Smith graduated in three (3) years. 
Here’s the crux: So will I. And the challenge: 
For the other columnists to do the same. Shrug 
off the W P I 5 year plan, it can be done.
I have returned from two exams, and I ’m 
trying todecide which was a bigger reaming, the 
one I actually finished, or the other which I 
didn’t. There is a very simple strategy that I may 
have to fall back on, its called “ Surfing the 
Curve” . As long as you’re above the average, 
don’t worry. As a friend of mine who espouses 
the same system once said, “ Excellence isn't 
everything, being better than the average is.”
Until next week.
Freud. Imagine this (or maybe you won’t want 
to.) A guy (why a guy? Because they are the 
ones who actually wear condoms and they’re 
more likely to be vandals) goes into the laundry 
room at 4am and eyes the condom machine 
while whispering something unintelligible. The 
whirring sound of the dryers is a mantra for him 
as he caresses the cold, unresponsive steel of the 
machine. Slowly and quietly, he slides the table 
over to the wall and gently mounts it. Then, 
from a slightly crouched position... SLA M ! He 
kicks it. He kicks it again and again, and all this 
is getting him very excited. The sweat is bead­
ing up on his forehead and his breaths are short 
and rapid as he whales on it with clenched fists.
“ Oh baby, baby, vandalize me!”  he cries in 
ecstasy as the face plate falls to the floor, spilling 
condoms everywhere. With luck and a bit of 
skill he is able to grab a condom and put it on 
before he ejaculates. Hey, at least he practices 
“ safe”  orgasmic vandalism. Imagine what 
would have happened if it had been a stop sign 
at some street comer. I ’d feel bad for the D PW  
worker who would have to replace that sign.
Did you find this article just a tad offensive, 
appalling, cheap, disgusting, uncalled for and 
lacking in class? Well, that’s what I think of 
vandalism.
Please send all rhetoric, comments, and 
unused condoms, etc. to box 1589.
How to handle Iraq Crisis
by Gary M cCaslin
The Chinese symbol for crisis is identical to 
the one for opportunity. Let’s take full advan­
tage over the opportunity presented to the 
American people in the midst of the Iraqi take­
over of Kuwait.
1) Use the skills we have for information 
dissemination and flood the airwaves with 
images of what great people we are (and we 
are!!) - concerned first for peace and all 
humanity. We are neglecting one of our great­
est natural resources here in America: The 
Madison Avenue Advertising Blitz Machine 
(M A A BM ). At this very moment the machine 
has millions of Americans convinced that lethal 
rolled tobacco, flavored, carbonated water and 
huge assemblies of metal and plastic on four 
wheels make people sexy and attractive.
I believe the M A A BM  would have a much 
easier task convincing the world that America is 
truly trying to help make the world safer for 
peace. Specifically the M A A BM  should high­
light our abundant shipments of food, medicine 
and humanitarian aid to the people of Iraq. 
Daily reports of our constant efforts for yet 
another avenue to negotiate and reconcile with 
Iraq should be broadcast worldwide. Every 
opportunity to meet and talk with Saddam 
should be transformed into a huge event. Forget 
“ sound bites,”  let’s stuff ourselves with infor­
mation about our positive pursuit for peace. In 
addition, of course, we would have to actually 
make these unprecedented efforts. The 
M A A BM  would not need the reality of our 
sincere efforts to mount their campaign, but 
spreading the word about our reconciliation 
efforts and the reality of our efforts would be an 
unbeatable combination.
Instead we now only hear Saddam saying 
“ War is closer than ever,” or George Bush 
saying “ War may indeed be our only option,”  or 
an Air Force General saying “ In case of war, 
we’ve got Saddam’s house in our bomb sights, 
you’ve got to hit ‘em where it hurts,”  or further 
talk of tightening the embargo.
Saddam Hussein is in a hole and he is now not 
able to crawl out gracefully. We need to change 
our thinking from one that says helping Saddam 
is bad for our image to one that says helping
Saddam is the best thing we can do for the world. 
Nothing will be gained by going to war. Let us 
take a little image abuse and bring the world to 
peace. The idea of a “ little image abuse”  leads 
to my next point:
2) W ork  within the United Nations struc­
ture to bring about these changes. George 
Bush has stated that “This conflict is not be­
tween Iraq and the United States but between 
Iraq and the world.”  The way that statement is 
demonstrated in reality through the United 
Nations. And if the UN makes decisions that are 
contrary to the way we in the United States 
originally wanted to do things, then we will find 
it necessary to live the way 99% of the world’s 
countries live when sharing responsibility for 
the operations and well being of our planet: We 
don’t always get our way and live trusting the 
wisdom of the whole system. The United States 
is not always right and must stop making rules 
that constantly favor America. To paraphrase 
George Bush: This is not about the survival of 
the United States; it’s about the survival of the 
entire world. The wisdom of the whole leads me 
to the last point:
3) Call the President’s Comment Line at 
202 456 7639. Individuals need to act as if they 
are responsible for the decisions facing our 
country. The President is elected by the Ameri­
can people and those same people need to be 
sources of influence for crucial decisions like 
the ones the President now faces in the Middle 
East. Call the President. This is not a time to say 
you have no time or don ’ t know what to say. Get 
on the phone and be the involved American/ 
planetary citizen the environment demands.
Gary M cCaslin is the Director o f Christian 
Education at the First Baptist Church on the 
corner of Park Ave. and Salisbury Street. He is 
responsible fo r the Wedge STD  (Suggested 
Topic for Discussion,) a weekly event that pro­
vided opportunities fo r Wedge visitors of every 
persuasion to stop by and offer an opinion. STD  
opportunities w ill be erratic this year as Gary is 
in school and there are now not enough lunch 
times in the week. This is an attempt to keep 
STD  ideas and ideals in front o f the W P I com­
munity. Comments are invited in person or by 
mail to First Baptist Church, 111 Park Ave, 
Worcester, MA 01609.
J o g e r ’
Break
s  V i e w
Time!!
By Joger
I won’t be long this week. My article basi­
cally consists of a few small statements which 
adequately sum up just the way I ’m feeling.
I ’m noticing more and more people writing 
commentary now, so I ’m dropping out before 
the quality just deteriorates to nothing, and there 
is no one out there who really reads my column 
anymore.
Matt Meyer is doing a more than adequate 
job making people laugh with his column. I like 
his column a lot. I ’ve seen this week’s, and it’s 
a riot, so if you don’t usually read it, please do. 
You’ll like it. I ’ll just about guarantee it.
Alton, on the other hand, is, well, to put it 
bluntly, boring. I think I speak for most of the 
campus when I say that we really don’t care 
about your Lamaze (sp) classes, nor the hormo­
nal changes and quirks of a pregnant women, 
and I for one (and I know of others) think that 
your gross discussion of female anatomy is 
uncalled for.
Athena Demetry’s article are usually very
intellectual, a welcome change from the usually 
sophomoric tone of the Greek Comer. I like 
some of her insights.
I feel that I ’m kinda burnt out, and I don’t 
want to just ramble on pointlessly like some 
people do... I think that if 1 have something 
really important to say. I ’ll be back, but until 
then, I ’ll just vacation. Maybe the commentary 
writing will have died down by the time C Term 
rolls around. I think you can look forward to that 
(or maybe you won’t look forward to it) being 
the tentative return of the regular weekly ver­
sion of “ Joger’s View.”
Well, I think I ’ve been a hypocrite and 
rambled on aimlessly for quite long enough, so 
I ’ll adjourn now. However, should something 
interesting come up, still feel free to write me: 
Joger Box 2700 (I don’t know why I bother, 
nobody ever sends me anything anyway. Is 
there anybody out there???) If  it’s really cool. 
I ’ll make a guest appearance. Bye for now, and 
keep the faith.
“ It is far better for one to say nothing that to 
say something that says nothing" - Joger 1990
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Fencing Club
Yes, Fencing Club! As many freshman 
know, we do exist, even though we have re­
mained pretty quiet for the last few years.
Notice to all fencers with equipment: If  you 
are not coming back to practice, return your 
equipment A SA P  (as in now!) to the club, and 
make sure that Doug Higgins and Bill Katzman 
have a record of this.
Summer fencing went well, with Tom 
Tumer advancing twice to enter the finals at the 
Bay State Games for epee. W e have yet to have 
anyone eam an USFA  ranking, however. 
Coach has stopped by a couple of times, and 
Thursday the 11th will be splitting the fresh­
men into weapon groups, so make sure that 
you’re there. Senior fencers will start fencing 
off for meet placement in B term - practice your 
blade work.
Friday Night Madness is becoming a per­
manent fixture; Rick and I are considering 
having to move into a larger flat. SC E 4.90s, 
M B  4.94s, B JH  4.97s. Who will be the first to 
beat 4.50s? T -542 and counting. Tom and 
Rick, keep picking those winning videos, “ O.”  
i‘J-1 Attack, Parry, Repost, Remise, Touche left
- Bruce.
Math Club / Pi M u Epsilon
Yes, Math majors (and those sympathetic 
with Math majors) it’s true! This newspaper, 
which heretofore had no club comer for the 
Math Club and Pi Mu Epsilon now has a place 
you can call your own. Be sure to keep this 
issue of N EW SPEA K , since it’s the first issue 
in which we appear. It’s sure to be a collector’s 
item.
All of you Math majors out there (or those 
contemplating the idea, or even those of you 
wondering what’s going through our minds) 
missed the first meeting of the Math Club 
yesterday (that would be Monday, 8 October.) 
That’s alright, though. The best is yet to come. 
(When will it come? That’s another question. 
I ’ll have to get back to you on that one.) 
Anyway, we’re just starting up the club, so give 
it a thought.
Big, H U G E Math Major Picnic on Wednes­
day, Oct. 10th! Because of the lack of theme, 
it’s a bring-your-own-theme picnic. It will 
start at 4:30 and end whenever you feel like 
leaving. It’s a great chance to meet people 
(hell, it’s free food if anything else.) I guess I 
should tell you where it is. It ’s at Stratton Alley 
(between Stratton and Washburn.)
N E W  PI M U  EPS ILO N  IN D U C TEES!! 
Get ready for your initiation talks! Believe me, 
they can sneak up on you. For those experienc­
ing excessive anxiety over this, there’s nothing 
to worry about. O f course it’s easy for me to 
say while I ’m sitting here without a presenta­
tional care in the world. Oh well, grit your teeth 
and bear it.
How was the Math Hour last Friday guys 
and gals? I know I should be commenting on it, 
but since I turned in this article beforehand, and 
I am not prescient (pretty close, though,) I 
guess that’s something to look forward to for 
next week. Well, was it as good for you as it 
was for me? You never really forget the first 
time. Any questions, comments or criticisms 
on this ground-breaking article, just drop me a 
not in box 1526.
Men’s Bowling Club
OK, I promised you guys a schedule, and 
. here is:
Oct 27 @  SU N Y/A LBA N Y
Nov 11 @  Coast Guard
Nov 17 @  W P I
Nov 18 @  ULowell
Dec 1 @  RPI
Feb 2 @  M IT
Feb 23 @  W N EC  (banquet)
Now this schedule is not set in stone, and 
there is still one tournament unscheduled, so 
I ’ll be telling you when any stuff happens.
Here is an announcement: Traditionally, 
the team wears maroon and grey, which are 
school colors. However, traditionally, we 
don’t win. In the spirit of Jerry Glanville, Russ 
and I have changed the uniform colors to black 
and silver (No tie-dye shirts this year.) And 
Mike, I wanted this.
One more thing: Practice, Practice, Prac­
tice! I only make you practice three games a 
week, but if you realistically want to attend the 
meets, you should be practicing at least 10 
games a week. The gods are watching you.
Clark - better luck next year in Toronto! 
Remember, a cheap run is a good run!
Mike - nice catsup drawings.
Alright - that’s it for this week, and remem­
ber this: Real men wear black!
Men’s Crew
Congratulations to the novice crewdogs for 
[doing ever so well) at their first race at the 
Head of the Connecticut this past weekend. 
The results from Textile River Regatta in 
Lowell on September 30 are now officially in. 
The varsity boat placed sixth out of fifteen in 
the open eights and in the club eights, the JV  
boat finished.
We are excited to announce that we have 
just received the first of the two “ new”  boats we 
recently purchased. This boat, the Wimberly, 
as bought from Princeton University and is in 
excellent condition. However, as it is a shell 
for lightweight rowers, B IG  Johns has been 
forced to sell his stock in Oreo cookies, and go 
the way of Tommy Lasorda. Ferr is still trying 
very HARD  to join the “ Under-Age”  club lead 
by Bung, Todd, and Aaron. In regards to that 
laughing matter, I must quote a great world 
renowned artist, “ hey. . . opposites attract, 
right A l?”  Todd has been caught trying kinky 
new sex games. Forget the handcuffs, he 
prefers being-chained to radiators. Oh, and a 
word to the wise, Rob-anova had a hot date on 
Saturday night so bring your earplugs this 
week. . . need I say any more? On a financial 
note, we are happy to say that A l’s secure 
investments in Greenpeace are on the upswing 
again.
Finally, the varsity boat would like to send 
its condolences to all of the alumni rowers in 
their sad and futile attempt at winning the 
Alumni Race on Saturday. Official sources 
report that after being cut off by a launch driven 
by Joe Tracy, coach Mike O ’Sullivan was 
unable to extract his oar and he suffered mul­
tiple rib injuries as well as two broken teeth. 
Such are the pains of catching crabs.
M en’s Glee Club
...And in the beginning there was a guy who 
wrote memos and looked a lot like another guy 
on campus. And both of these guys looked a lot 
like Art Garfunkel. And God didst come down 
to earth from the heavens in the form of a short 
21-year-old management major and said, 
“Why the (*A* & & % A) did I make two more 
Art Garfunkels when I only created one Paul 
Simon, and he’s now gone solo? I should have 
created two more Paul Simons so I ’d have 
more people of my height in the world..”
Why did he make three Garfunkels? These 
and other riveting questions could be answered 
at the next Glee Club rehearsal, so be there 
tonight— 6:30— JE .
EV EN TS, EV EN T S, EV EN T S— It’s hard 
to believe, but the term is almost over, and the 
beginning of next term is jam-packed with 
good stuff. The alumni phone-a-thon will take 
place on October 29th and 31 st, and November 
4th. November 9th through 11th will find us at 
Wheaton (a fun place to be— to hell with the 
‘Wheatie Boys.’) The following weekend, the 
wagon train will stagger its way to Aurora, NY. 
What’s in Aurora? There’s one bank, one 
tavern, one grocery store, maybe two churches, 
and hundreds of female college students. 
About 40 of these female college students sing 
very well (what a coincidence, so do we.) Last
year, they treated us very well. 1 know I had 
fun. The Wells College Choir is a class organi­
zation, and so are we. G ET  PSYCH ED !!
A ll reports indicate that the trip up to Mount 
Monadanock was a success. Rawhide, how 
was it? Watch for more fun stuff that has 
absolutely nothing to do with singing. Sure, we 
sing really well, but there’s more to life than 
singing— right?
T R IV IA  A N SW ERS
Week 1: 1) Jerome. 2) Suzanne McAllister.
3)1983
Week 2: 1) Ralph Earle. 2) (you know)
3) Sandwich.
TH IS W E E K 'S  T R IV IA :
1) Where did Louis do his Graduate work?
2) Of what faith is Allen Stering?
(Challenging, huh?)
3) How many states are represented in the
present membership of the Club?
(sorry, no prizes this week)
Newman Club
The Newman Club has been very busy 
lately. On Sunday, 30 September, the Newman 
Club hosted the Annual Fall Retreat “ Journey.”  
15 people attended from 11:30 to 7PM. The 
event was planned by Aureen Cyr, Jeff 
Levesque, and Matt Dykhoff. The participants 
went to 11:30 mass, but left after the gospel to 
go to the Campus Ministry Center for a day of 
retreat. Here, they learned more about them­
selves and their relationship with God. They 
returned to the 6:30 mass after the Gospel to 
complete their day. They will be having a 
reunion dinner soon to discuss the day.
A day trip to New York City is planned for 
Thursday, 18 October (during A-B break.) 
More information is on the way.
On November 9th. the annual hayride will 
be held. At 5:30, a dinner/BBQ will be held at 
the Center, then we will leave for the hayride. 
We will return around 8:30 or 9pm. Anyone 
who wants can stay at the center afterwards for 
hot cocoa and... If  you would like to go, please 
see someone at mass or drop a note to Terry 
Crochetiere, Box 2571 or Paul Ormond, box 
542.
Keep watching this space for weekly up­
dates on Newman activities.
Peddler
The Peddler meets Tuesday at 6:30pm in the 
Peddler Office between Alden and Riley Halls.
At last week’s meeting we discussed a new 
theme, cover and exciting new sections. There 
will be a demonstration on how to do layout at 
the next meeting - it’s E A S Y  and FUN!
SEN IO R S !!! W E  need your help in design­
ing the 1991 Peddler. .Attend the next meeting 
to see what you can do to make this snapshot of 
your senior year something to remember! 
Assistance will be needed soon in the taking of 
Senior Photographs.
For more information call the Peddler (831 - 
5245) or write to “The Peddler.” Next meeting: 
October 9th @  6:30.
Rugby
Hello W PI. W P I Rugby lost in a close game 
against the University of Lowell, 10 to 6. The 
game was very defensive on both sides. So­
phomore Greg Avisa scored at the end of the 
second half, breaking away fora thirty yard run 
and the try. Freshman Andrew Willis, with a 
good performance, converted the extra two- 
point kick. Sophomore Peter Hanson also had 
an outstanding performance in the game, de­
fending very well.
The men's team has its first home game 
against W P I Alumni on homecoming weekend 
Sunday. Unfortunately, the game scheduled 
against Johnson State College is postponed, 
due to their earlier commitments against a 
Canadian team in Montreal.
On Saturday, October 13th, we will be con­
fronting Saint Anselm’s college at home, time 
and location are to be announced. Please come 
and watch us, your support is welcome.
Science Fiction Society
The normal writer of this article is... uh... 
indisposed this week, so I am writing it in his 
stead. This past weekend brought sunny skies 
and warm temperatures to the greater Massa­
chusetts area. This was due to a high-pressure 
area that dominated all of New England. 
Tomorr— argh!! Throttle!! Choke!! Punch!! 
Decapitate!! Die!! Suck Air!! Pant!! Whew!! 
The evil SFS Weather Zombie almost did it 
that time. Wombat, how many times do I have 
to tell you to keep your pets and major forms of 
undead on leashes?
As everybody who paid attention and $3.00 
and went know, we went to King Richard’s Fair 
this past weekend. As I am writing this before 
I went, telling you how great it was might 
unleash temporal vortices that will rip apart the 
universe as we know it and reveal how much of 
a clue humanity doesn’t have. Personally, I 
can’t put up with something like that this early 
in the week. Well, come to tomorrow’s meet­
ing anyway. 7pm Olin lecture hall.
Somebody Else Said Something And I ’m 
Printing It O ’ The Week: “The mind is its own 
place and in itself/Can make a Heaven of a 
Hell, a Hell of a Heaven.”  - John Milton in 
Paradise Lost
Society of Women Engineers
The last meeting in A-Term is tonight at 
8:30 in Higgins Labs Room 109. Following a 
guest speaker that will speak about time man­
agement skills, we will have a short business 
meeting. Please make every effort to attend!
Thanks to all who donated their time for 
making S W E ’s cookie-gram sale a success! A 
special thanks to Jenn Greenhalgh and Ed 
Nowak for organizing our first fundraiser!
Thanks to Cari Lenois for organizing the 
“ Putting It Together”  and “ Aerospace”  Girl 
Scout badges. Both the Girl Scouts and SW E  
members had lost of fun! Did anyone catch us 
flying our hand-made kites? See you tonight!
Students for Social Awareness
What happened last week guys? Afraid of a 
little rain? Well, don’t worry, you guys are 
going to get what you deserve... Anyway, we 
didn’t do too much and there’s really nothing to 
say. The first ever SSA  contest was won by Joe 
Provo. He was the only one to submit anything, 
and we loved it!
Other than that, there isn’t much to say, 
except, “ look out for speakers next term.”  Yes, 
we will actually bring some interesting speak­
ers here to W P I. Or at least we’ll try... if you 
have any suggestions, come to our meetings 
always held on Thursdays at 6 PM in Salisbury 
lounge, or send comments, donations, etc. to 
our box... see ya at the meeting!
Women’s Crew
Congratulations to the novices on placing 
second in their first race in Lowell! W ay to 
row, keep showing Cross who’s on top! Var­
sity: keep up the fight, many more Amazon 
women are on the way.
Cathy the coxswain, or future reference: the 
shortest distance between two points is a 
straight line. KROO is a totally “ clueless” 
sport (is that the correct spelling Monique?) 
Chapstick, not tissues are available for a lim­
ited time only. Only three weeks until the 
banner and bridge painting, think up some 
catchy ideas.
The next race is the Head of the Charles 
Regatta in Boston on Sunday, 21st October. 
Not only is one huge party, but W P I women are 
going to [do ever so well]! Come and join in the 
fun, and cheer on your school!
N e w s p e a k
T h e  best o rg an iza tio n  on cam pus!
You too can join us and learn a valuable skill in 
any of our various departments: 
Writing/Computer Layout 
Business/Advertising/Photo/Sports
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M e d i t a t i o n  a t  W P I ?  I s  i t  o o s s i b l e ?
by Athena Demetry 
Newspeak Staff
The metaphysical side of life was well repre­
sented at W P I last week when two lectures were 
presented on mental methods of insuring happi­
ness and well-being. Though both methods, 
Sahaja Yoga and Transcendental Meditation, 
TM, involve meditation as their main tool, the 
lectures were very different.
The gentleman speaking about Sahaja Yoga 
continually urged his audience to accept his 
ideas only as a hypothesis— to question and 
work to understand— accepting them only when 
firmly convinced through personal experience. 
The TM  lecturer, however, showed us abun­
dant, “ scientifically proven”  evidence in the 
form of charts and bar graphs to convince us that 
TM can decrease stress, and increase creativity, 
intelligence, learning ability, and academic 
achievement.
The basis of Yoga is that our bodies contain 
several sources of energy called chakras, run­
ning from the top of the head through to the base
of the spine, where the energy settles in a coil 
called the Kundalini. These spheres of energy 
are balanced in a healthy and happy person; the 
energy runs smoothly up and down the channels 
between the chakras. In an unhealthy or 
stressed person, the chakras are thrown out of 
balance and the flow of energy is obstructed, 
preventing it from reaching the head. With the 
chakras in balance, the Kundalini rises to the top 
of the head, where it can be felt as a cool breeze 
flowing from the head and hands. This is the 
state of Yoga. A  person in Yoga can separate his 
mental thinking ability from his “ attention,”  or 
concsciousness— he is above the grounding 
process of thinking. In Yoga, a person achieves 
self-realization; he knows exactly why he is 
here and what is right and wrong. Inner peace 
and happiness are achieved, not as the goal of 
Yoga, but as an effect of the purpose of achiev­
ing self-realization.
Happiness and self-improvement, on the 
other hand, were presented as the ultimate goals 
of Transcendental Meditation. An individual’s 
mind is continually active, experiencing 60,000
thoughts per day of which we are awai^on the 
conscious level. However, the source of the 
thoughts remain silent; TM  allows us to go 
beyond the thinking mind and to experience the 
deep, more powerful levels of the full mind. 
Thereafter, the full potential of our mind is 
known and thus, more capacity is available for 
productive activity. We can accomplish more, 
experience less stress and tension, and be more 
dynamic and clear-headed. This state of know­
ing the full strength of the mind is achieved in 
periods of 20-minute meditation, twice daily, 
during which the body rids itself of built-up 
stress and fatigue, repairs itself, and becomes 
rejuvenated. The technique of Transcendental 
Meditation “ involves the proper use of a suit­
able sound aspect of a word for the purpose of
tP transcending [the surface thoughts of the 
mind.]”  A Sanskrit word is used as a mantra; its 
sound effect elicits the TM  effect. A  unique 
mantra is given to each person to suit him 
uniquely, like a “ blood type.”  TheTM lecturer, 
a supreme salesman, would not tell us any more 
about the TM  technique; however $155.00 will 
buy you a mantra and the method of using it.
Both lecturers stressed that their respective 
methods are natural and effortless. Achieving 
meditation is just a matter of reviving a dormant 
skill. I was somewhat more inspired by the 
conviction of the Yoga lecturer than by the 
salesman-like quality of the TM  lecturer, but 
both described an ideal state of inner-peace and 
happiness that many on this campus would like 
to achieve.
Convenience.
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GREEK CORNER
Alpha Chi Rho
Yo! What it be?? W e’ve had another great 
week here at AXP.
Everybody enjoyed homecoming, thank 
you grads for making our life more wonderful. 
Congratulations to Mr. Swindle for pulling off 
another great homecoming, even though H E’S 
A BO N EH EA D !!! Thanks to all who helped 
build the float, unfortunately I can’t print the 
results just yet.Everybody get psyched for the 
rest of the term, study hard and do well. Watch 
out for all-night Civil parties in the Cave, led by 
Darth “ Up all night, up all day, up all the next 
night, where ohwhere did my Vivarin go”  
Bonger. Also, warn Clubland of “ Just (don’t) 
Say No”  Mirza, who will be invading soon. And 
congratulations to the Ginzinucci family for 
finally teaming up and dishing their award off to 
someone else, i.e. Steve. Anyone who needs to 
do any stress-testing experiments can check out 
my roommate. It was nice to see the Falkmeister 
back for a while.
Stay away from those girlies, Dan. Someone 
make sure the cook doesn't get more money 
than he is deserving (for example, don’t every­
one pick the Pats in the pool.)
I want to apologize for that crack I made a 
while ago about the Sox. I meant to say 
hopefully — in a few weeks—  the Sox will 
choke themselves out of contention.Rush is 
going great, according to Tim “There are those 
who call me Tim” O ’Connor (no relation to 
Sinead, he says.) If any freshmen think it’s too 
late to start, well, it’s not. We enjoy meeting 
everyone at our events, and those who just hang 
around the house. Time to go-don’t know if this 
is the last column of A-term or not. If so, thank 
God, and if not, just hang on for one more week. 
SeeYaBye, I ’m a Leavin’ Now!!! M IK E
Alpha Gamma Delta
Hey girls! How’s it going? First of all, we 
would like to give a warm welcome back to our 
faculty advisor, Carol Hebert. W e ’re all so 
glad you’re feeling better and back on campus!
So... Did everyone have an awesome Home­
coming Weekend? It was great to see all the 
alumni back again and the reception at 15 Dean 
St. was a lot of fun! By the way, Kathy, you did 
a great job on the float!
Don’t forget to get your sponsor money into 
Beth W . by tomorrow. And if you have any 
blood to donate, get over to Alden either today 
or tomorrow and share it with someone who 
needs it. W e ’re all wondering: Who is going 
to buy our Pres, at the auction to benefit United 
Way tonight?
LT, the one who knows all the words to those 
queer songs in the music room, thanks for all the
helpin EE . Lisa and Nancy,you’re doingagreat 
job preparing for Rush, keep smiling! Study 
hard for finals next week!
Alpha Tau Omega
The annual cocktail party was again a big 
success last Friday nite. It seemed, however, 
that some of us “ overindulged”  in the festivi­
ties (R .B.) bu that was to be expected.
ATO Football coasted to a 4-0 playoff spot 
again this year, but they enter the post season 
a little bit weak. Not only is starting Q B Brian 
O ’Connor out of action, but the list of unsigned 
all-star holdouts has increased. Late reports 
are surfacing that in addition to Steve “The 
Orb”  Baker’s absence from camp, Florida St. 
transfer Andy “The Undertaker”  Garret has 
lost his starting job to an unlikely walk-on. It 
seems that this unlikely W PI walk-on known 
only has the “ Grimm Reaper” , has astounded 
crowds with his last few defensive perform­
ances. it is difficult to say at this point whether 
or not this so-called “ Grimm Reaper” is simply 
a fluke or is actually a force to be reckoned 
with. Although the background of this man/ 
beast is still unclear, unconfirmed reports say 
that he was allegedly a former ROTC football 
drop-out that had quit the team after being 
bullied and beat up day after day in practice. 
Again these reports are unconfirmed.
Top 10 Reasons Why C-House is Better 
Than Main House
10) It’s always warmer in C-House in the 
winter.
9) Here, you don’t have to listen to Fiacco 
keep saying, “ I have a girlfriend.”
8) Tecmobowl!
7) Breakfast Club was started here.
6) Hell’s Angels are afraid to come over 
here.
5) Penthouse Pubs
4) Tucker - The Pumpkin Man - lives here!
3) The best movies are shown here (coffin].
2) We only have to put up with one soccer 
fag.
1) In C-House you can wake up at 5:30am, 
hear Skigs answer the phone after 15 rings, and 
hear him say in a cranky voice: “ ATO, C- 
House?...[click]... and walk away saying 
“  »*
Delta Phi Epsilon
Hey Deephers!
Now that the term is coming to an end I 
thought I would remind you of some of those 
goals &  accomplishments that you listed at the 
beginning of the year.
D-Phi-E Accomplishments: charity money, 
sister support, time management, Bancroft
Tower cleanup with Panhel &  IFC.
D-Phi-E Goals: Rush, more sister activities, 
enthusiasm, improve fraternity &  sorority re­
lationships, awesome pledge training pro­
gram.
D-Phi-E Gains: comradery, help with 
school work, people to talk with, friends!!!
A good member: gets psyched, listens, 
gives her time, is adventurous, is dependable, 
is devoted, is patient, is loyal, is fun, loves 
being Greek! One who is willing to put what 
time they can into the sorority.
And for the Fun Stuff!!!
Mucho thanks to Samaritan Swindell for 
helping the distressed Ms. “ I can’t walk up the 
hill, I don’t have time!”
So how was West Point, Nancy?
You guys it was wonderful - magic - the 
soldier saga continues.
Of course he likes you!!!
What is this - be 12 or look it?
Well, Founders, when was the last time you 
were serenaded?
Guys where are you? Please come up and 
visit R417.
Also, get psyched for Rush, show those 
letters and that spirit! Only 16 more days until 
Rush!
Amy, you’re the best!
Hey, Everyone! Don’t forget Thighs, Butts, 
&  Guts at Pep’s Gym - Tues. at 6:30pm.
Be There!!
I ’ll be there cranking out the Reps, Jules!
1 love you All! JS L  - Amy (Babs)
Phi Gamma Delta
It was another fine week for F IJI athletics. 
Congratulations are due for the First Place 
performance of the cross country squad in the 
meet on Thursday, as well as to the football 
team for their sure handed win over KAP.
Many thanks also go out to all who helped 
with the past weekend’s festivities, and to 
those who worked hard to get the house in good 
shape for the alumni. Surely they saw the pride 
we have in Ole ’99.
Rush ends sooner than one may think, so lets 
pick up the intensity and rush hard.
All for now.
Phi Sigma Sigma
Bonjour, birds! What an awesome float, 
huh? What a super House Blessing ceremony! 
It was great to see so many awesome Phi Sigs 
and alums so psyched up! Thanks to everyone 
who made Homecoming a truly remarkable 
event this year, with special thanks to Beth 
Anne for all her time, and to Mark for the use 
of his truck. (It was a small fence, Mark, 
nothing to be concerned about at all!)
Here we are, just one day away from the 
event we’ve all been waiting for, the Phi Sig 
Sig/TKE Bedsheet (not naked!) Volleyball 
Tournament. Thanks to all the fraternities who 
made substantial donations, and to Maryellen 
for the countless hours of frustrations she has 
spent working on this. We hope to see tons o’ 
people there, and just remember, proceeds go 
to the National Kidney Foundation and the 
Special Olympics.
Congratulations to the soccer team for their 
first winning season, and to the field hockey 
team for their undefeated status. Thanks to 
Deb L., Darlene, and Jen C. for Friday night’s 
delicious milk and cookies! Get properly 
pumped up for break, only one week and one 
day! I wonder what Deb L. will be doing with 
her birthday present over break?
This week’s Outstanding Outfit of the Week 
on a Faculty Member goes to Professor Joann 
Manfra, Head of the Humanities Department. 
By a popular vote, William F. Trask, Director 
of Office of Graduate and Career Plans re­
ceives honorable mention!
Special hellos this week to Tisha, Kim D. 
and Niki. A reminder to bring one dollar and 
your completed star to the meeting tomorrow, 
and a secret message for the Phantom. I could 
use a little cheer, queer! Carmen, did you get 
a significant piece of jewelry? Dianna’s green 
dungarees were the source of a little contro­
versy this week, I wonder why? Tori has 
vowed never again to torture the psycho cat 
from hell, especially after what happened last 
week with the real estate agents! Stacey, why 
does Wally make Iguana faces? The only thing 
I can say is, “ Crunch all you want, we’ll make 
more!”  (Jay Leno) L IT P
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
We had a great time at the Springfield 
Indians Hockey Rush event. Great float by the 
sophomores. We want to thank all our alumni 
for their attendance at Homecoming. Viscus 
did a good job with the t-shirts. Tough loss to 
ATO in football but we’re still contenders for 
the sports cup again. Eight o’clock worparties 
suck, thanx Rooster. Boxer short party this 
weekend, so PA R T Y  W ITH  YO U R  PANTS 
DOWN. Mustard Seed is coming soon, so get
excited. O.K. was excellent with the surprise in 
the gutter. Thanks Fat Bob for all the great 
cooking. So is it true Pratt will never get laid 
by anyone but Mich? W ill Sphincter get an­
other egg in the face? W ill Clootsie get lamo 
for not doing Spacer? F L Y  A L F
Sigma Pi
Another week down, arid one more to go! 
(Oh, and what a fun week it will be... I await the 
sleepless nights with anticipation). The big 
news for last week: homecoming!! It was great 
to see so many alumni, and an open bar... the 
party, thanks to Butler and Co., was cool. You 
know, I don’t think I saw Whitey in the men’s 
room all night!
Speaking of Q-tip and parties, Graffiti-90 
was highly successful. Although it was a week 
and a half ago, memories of the night linger in 
my mind: Derek did use the men’s room (for 
two hours)... Taco has a new girlfriend... hand 
prints where they shouldn’t be... and Dwight - 
well, we all know what he likes!
In sports - one team is still undefeated 
(although I can’t remember which), and the 
remaining teams are performing well. Rush is 
just one ongoing success. I believe the upcom­
ing Rockingham Park event (Saturday) should 
be a lot of fun for freshmen and brothers alike. 
Women are also invited to attend (as my per­
sonal guests), it was good to see some psyche 
for Clambake and sea-huts last week - keep it 
up!
What have I forgotten...? Oh, yes - for lack 
of a better victim, this week's Public Humili­
ation Bone goes to Brian Baum for not picking 
up the ice (which he got from Scooter’s sister) 
he spilled on the stairs at Graffiti party. Shame 
on you. [Suggestions for this award are always 
welcome!]
Finally, a quote to reflect upon: “ Do you 
know what gophers can do to a golf course?!”
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Hello, to all the members of the W P I 
Community, We at T K E  would like to thank 
you all for your Participation in Making an­
other W P I Homecoming a great success. To all 
the members of the freshman class who are 
rushing this year we want to remind you all 
about the T EK E  Connection being held this 
Friday night at our I Mass. Ave. residence. 
It’s our version of the dating game. Yes, some 
lucky freshman is going to walk away with an 
all expense paid date on the town with a T K E  
Little Sister. So come on down and have a great 
time cause as always it looks to be a great time 
at TKE. Also, don’t forget to come to our Par 
three golf trip on Saturday or our Next Movie 
night next Monday.
Well it’s been a rough week with Home­
coming and all so lets all try our best and keep 
us the good work (like our undefeated Volley­
ball Team) and get ready for those exams. 
Remember T K E  - the time is NOW.
Zeta Psi
I ’m back! This time I ’m writing to you from 
a most profound place, the dark side of the 
moon. I ’m comfortable, but this is where Sid 
Barret ended up, too. Newsflash: The Mar­
shal’s License Liberation Front today claimed 
responsibility for the bomb in the Spencer 
Sheriffs house. If  you were a phase angle, 
what would be your major purpose in life? Hey 
Pete, getting any soft serve lately? Oh no, 
falling apart! Answer to last week’s: Sandra is 
the walrus, or at least an obscure fruit drink. 
So, who will join the He Man Bill Miller'- 
Hater’s Club? Someone once said that heavy 
drug use was justification for genocide. Hippie 
lynch’90 is here! That’s not right! Once again, 
Fred does this funky shit. How does he man­
age? Whaddaya say we make Hurtin Ostrich 
our first pledge? Then he can join in French 
Toast Fest ’90. I prefer blueberry Murphins 
myself. Line of the week: You wouldn’t 
happen to want to hook up with me, would you? 
yes, I can sleep through just about anything, 
including several alarm clocks, Metallica, and 
ladders being pounded next to my head. 
What’s this about a love triangle between 
DeVries, Mary Ellen, and Ing we the Iguana? A  
new name for the school: Worcester Polytech­
nic Smuckers Institute, for all you strawberry 
jam people out there. No Liam, the blonde- 
hasn’t called back yet. Anyone up for a quick 
game of Blue Moose? Look out! It’s Adam 
and Jessica of the Plant People! Murph, does 
tea run through your veins? Ministry is here, 
now, and forever.
Rush is looking good. There’s lots of poten-, 
tials out there, just keep coming down. The 
UMass party was fun, now let’s make it to the 
All-Zete at MIT. Well, that’s about it for this 
week. Til Bart Simpson gives Bill Cosby a B J  
for Christmas, nuff said.
G e t  a  C lu e !
Join the best organization on campus: 
Newspeak!
Learn a valuable skill in our various departments: 
Writing/Computer Layout 
Business/Advertising/Photo/Sports
Check out our unique new, used & imported CD’s, 
cassettes and LP selection 
We also carry unfinished furniture, CD, LP, and 
cassette holders, patches, pins, posters and more!
AL-BUM’S is your alternative music 
store of the 90’s
438 Pleasant Street 
Worcester, MA
A L -B U M 'S HOURS:
M-T 10-6 
W-F 10-9 
Sat 10-7
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The psychophysics of yoga
by Ajay Khanna 
Newspeak Staff
On Wednesday, September 26, Johan De 
Crocker gave a lecture on the psychophysics of 
yoga in Kinnicutt Hall. Mr. Crocker is an 
electrical engineer who has been practicing 
yoga for many years, which he leamt over a 
period of eight years from Shrimati Mataji Nir- 
mala Devi, his teacher in India. He lives in New 
Rochelle, New York, and comes to Worcester 
weekly to practise meditation to achieve a state 
of yoga. This event was sponsored by the Indian 
Student Organization at WPI.
Before I describe Mr. Crocker’s views of 
yoga, I would like to mention a few points he 
made about understanding and accepting what 
he says. Firstly, he said that it is not necessary 
for anyone to accept what he says as the gospel 
truth, because it is from his experiences, and 
everyone should go through the process and 
realize these truths for himself/herself. Sec­
ondly, it is extremely difficult to explain yoga to 
someone who has never experienced it before. 
The analogy he provided was that if he noticed 
and smelt a rare flower, and tried to describe the 
smell to someone else who had never experi­
enced a similar smell before, it would be very 
difficult to explain in words. However, if this 
person was shown the flower, and experienced 
the smell for himself, he would immediately 
understand the peculiarity of its smell. Thus, the 
best way to understand yoga is to experience it, 
and any amount of explaining will be inferior to 
a few seconds of experience.
According to Mr. Crocker, yoga is not re­
stricted to the physical exercises by the same 
name which are quite well-known both in India 
and the rest of the world. Yoga, which is self- 
realization, is a state of the nervous system 
which can be achieved by various means, in­
cluding meditation and certain exercises. While 
in yoga, one has contact with the all-permeating 
and ever-present consciousness, which gives 
one access to the absolute truth and the absolute 
reality.
One of the basic assumptions is that there are 
seven chakras, or wheels, in one’s body. Each 
chakra represents a different aspect of the 
physio-spiritual state that one’s body is in. 
There is some divine energy called Kundalini 
stored in the base of the spinal cord. When all 
these chakras are in balance, this divine energy 
rises and flows out of the body, forming a crown
V o l l e y b a l l  l o o k s  t o  
r e b o u n d  a f t e r  f i v e  
g a m e  s l i d e
W P I News Service - The women’s volleyball 
team ran into some tough competition this week 
and are in the midst of a five-game losing streak. 
With a loss to an excellent Eastern Nazarene 
team as well as a defeat at the hands of Rhode 
Island College the team drops to 3-8 on the 
season. A highlight of the week was the return 
of injured middlehitter Kathy French of Groton, 
Mass. French missed 10 days due to an ankle 
injury. This week the Engineers travel to Bab­
son College for a Tuesday, Oct. 2 match and to 
Wellesley College for a Thursday, Oct. 4th 
match.
M e n ’s  C r o s s  
C o u n t r y  r e m a i n s  
. u n d e f e a t e d
W P I continued with its winning ways this 
past weekend in defeating Assumption College, 
Clark, Holy Cross, and Worcester State in the 
annual City Meet. The Engineers posted 20 
points followed by Holy Cross at 55, Assump­
tion with 60, Clark with 112 and Worcester 
State with 137. For W PI, senior David Berth- 
iuame of Lawrence, Mass. won his third con­
secutive race.
on one’s head. This is the state of yoga. For 
most human beings, one or more of these 
chakras are out of balance, which restricts the 
person from attaining self-realization. A new­
born baby is in a state of yoga, because its 
chakras are in balance.
One of the problems of achieving yoga in 
modem cities is that there are a number of 
people around whose chakras are not in balance. 
These external imbalances affect one’s own 
chakras because yoga draws from the overall 
consciousness, and when one notices an imbal­
anced person, one’s own chakras are changed 
by the state of the other chakras. This explains 
why a number of people prefer to go up on a 
mountain and practise meditation and yoga in 
isolation.
Another way of looking at yoga is that yoga 
is similar to switching on the light in a dark 
room. Before the light is switched on, anyone in 
the room might try to achieve his goals by 
groping around, but never knowing for sure 
exactly where to go. For instance, he might 
grasp a snake, believing it to be a rope, and try 
to follow its path to the snake’s head, where­
upon he is bitten. However, if the light were 
switched on, he would drop the snake, and know 
where to go immediately. Thus the conse­
quence of achieving yoga is absolute and com­
plete knowledge.
There are a number of ways of determining 
whether one is in a state of yoga, but it is 
impossible to detect whether someone else is in 
that state unless one is in the state oneself. A 
simple test is to detect a flow of energy, which 
feels like a cool breeze, emanating from the 
hands and head of the person who is in yoga. 
People not in a state of self-realization cannot 
detect this flow of energy. When one is in a state 
of yoga, one does not have to think. All actions 
are mechanical. The reason for this is that, with 
absolute knowledge, there is no need for 
thought. Everything is known, analyzed and 
interpreted.
While I did not delve into the details of the 
physical and scientific analysis of yoga, which 
is quite lengthy, I hope I have presented a 
reasonable amount of information about the 
state of yoga. I am trying to collect a small 
number of W PI students together to practise 
meditation, so if you are interested in participat­
ing, please send your name and telephone 
number to Ajay Khanna, W P I BO X  2363. You 
can also contact the group in Worcester directly 
by calling (508>-829-6433.
B  T E R M
W E L L N E S S  C LA S S
PHYS. ED. 1000-B 1 7 
Harrington Conference Room 
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS 
11:00- 11:50 AM
W h a t  i s  W e l l n e s s ?
Wellness is designing one’s lifestyle to 
maintain physical, mental, emotional 
and spiritual health. It is a positive state 
of mind as well as a way of life. 
Wellness encompasses all aspects of 
life, including nutrition, fitness, social 
and emotional needs, vocational 
satisfaction, personal safety, stress 
reduction, and spiritual development.
Class will include non-competitive and fun exercise.
For more information, call:
Judy Soderlund, Phys. Ed. Dept. x5588 
or
Madeleine Cohen Langman, Counseling and Student 
Development Center, x5540
SEE US 
ON CAMPUS! 
TUESDAY 
NOVEMBER 6, 
1990
Allen-Bradley...
Pushing the Limits of Automation 
Expanding Your Potential
A l l e n - B r a d l e y  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  R o c k w e l l  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  
g r o u p  o f  c o m p a n i e s  a n d  a  l e a d e r  a t  t h e  f o r e f r o n t  o f  
c o m p u t e r - i n t e g r a t e d  m a n u f a c t u r i n g .  W e  p r o v i d e  
c u s t o m e r s  i n  o v e r  5 0  c o u n t r i e s  w i t h  t h e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  
a n s w e r s  n e e d e d  t o  s u s t a i n  t h e i r  c o m p e t i t i v e  e d g e  i n  a  
g l o b a l  m a r k e t p l a c e .
C h a l l e n g i n g  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  g r a d u a t e s  
w i t h  a  B S  i n  E l e c t r i c a l  o r  M e c h a n i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  t o  
j o i n  o u r  s a l e s  e n g i n e e r  t r a i n i n g  p r o g r a m .  P o s i t i o n s  a r e  
a v a i l a b l e  n a t i o n w i d e .
T a l k  t o  o u r  p r o g r e s s i v e  g r o w t h - o r i e n t e d  c o m p a n y  a n d  
f i n d  o u t  h o w  y o u  c a n  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  o u r  l o n g - t e r m  
s u c c e s s .  Y o u ' l l  f i n d  c a r e e r  c h a l l e n g e s  a n d  r e w a r d s  f e w  
h i g h  g r o w t h  c o m p a n i e s  c a n  m a t c h  w h e n  y o u  e x p l o r e  
y o u r  p o t e n t i a l  w i t h  A l l e n - B r a d l e y .  C o n t a c t  y o u r  
p l a c e m e n t  o f f i c e  o r  c a l l  C h r i s t i n e  H a i b u c h e r :  ( 4 1 4 )  3 8 2 -  
4 0 3 1 .  A l l e n - B r a d l e y  C o m p a n y ,  L A P  U . S .  S a l e s  G r o u p ,  
1 2 0 1  S o u t h  S e c o n d  S t r e e t ,  M i l w a u k e e ,  W I  5 3 2 0 4 .  A n  
e q u a l  o p p o r t u n i t y  e m p l o y e r .
f l b  A L L E N - B R A D L E Y
A ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
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CLASSIFIEDS
Apartment for Rent: 3-4 bedrooms - 
walking distance to W PI $500 Call Jim 
835-2806
STU D Y ABRO AD  IN A U ST R A LIA  - 
Information on semester, summer, E-term, 
Graduate, and internship programs. A ll 
run under $6000. Call Curtin University at 
I -800-878-3696.
Addressers wanted immediately! No 
experience necessary. Excellent pay! 
Work at home. Call toll-free: l -800-395- 
3283.
Moving - Furniture for Sale: 5 pc. 
dinette set, blk w/chrome trim, $75. 
Double mattress &  spring, 2 yrs. old, $ 100.
Rolllaway cot, $25. Dishware, misc. Call 
wknds: 754-2710, weekdays 617-254- 
0908.
FR EE  SPR IN G  BR EA K  TR IPS to 
Cancun and the Bahamas. Organize a 
small group and you travel FREE. Call 1- 
800-344-8360 for more information.
EA SY  W O RK ! EX C ELLEN T  PAY! 
A SSE M B LE  PRO DUCTS AT HOME. 
C A LL  FOR INFO RM ATIO N. 504-641- 
8003 EXT. 9595.
FR EE  K ITTEN S: 1 Female B& W , 1 
Male Golden. Call 795-0780. Bridget.
Hormone - you can’t always get what 
you want. And in your case you can’t even 
get what you need.
Anyone owning a software program 
called M AP IN FO  please contact Prof. 
Zuegner, Humanities Dept, ext 5215.
Too Dark Park is coming!
Sean - “ I ’ve never had a hangover or 
been sick before.”  Oh the time, they are a 
changin’
O DE TO BO B: When charm failed and 
mezcal set in, the S+Gs came about, but to 
no avail. Then the Axe fell. Bob, when are 
you going for AD  and the Chewster?
Thank you to everyone for filling out 
your Purple Pieces of Paper! W e’ve had a 
wonderful response, but we still need 
more! See Kajsa, Josh, or Kelly or drop a 
note in box 581 if you want to join in the 
fun!
Bobble - a hormonal imbalance is defi­
nitely a bad thing, as far as bad things go! 
Let’s try to get this condition fixed before 
Little Miss Mote is involved.
He sure knows how to light my F-I-R-E. 
I could tell you his name, but you’d be in 
trouble. He might not be a mystery man 
anymore, but you’d be H ISTO RY M AN!!
FAST FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM
$ M
JUST
ONE
WEEK.
Earn up to $1000 in one week 
.for your campus organization.
P l u s  a  c h a n c e  a t  $ 5 0 0 0  m o r e !
This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800932-0528 Ext 50
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE 
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop 
management and leadership skills. Builds your 
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable 
candidate in the job market.
There’s no obligation until your junior year, 
but stick with it and you’ll have what it takes to 
succeed—in college and in life.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE T0U CAN TAKE.
The immortal words of Jimmy Buffet: 
“Why don’t we get drunk and. . .”  Well, 
Charlie, you should Find a new motto to 
live by, unless of course Pup is catching 
your eye.
CONTACT A L IEN S! Both benevolent 
and evil. They reveal themselves to the 
worthy. Box 140306, Dallas T X  75214.
Box 1522 - Starting with Michael 
Douglas and ending with infinity. . . 
You’re not the only one who’s got some­
thing up his sleeve for tonight. Hugs and 
kisses box 2232.
No....you can’t have any! ;)
“ ...’Too Dark Park’ surpasses and rede­
fines what the ignorant still term as ‘Indus­
trial.’”
Hey Charlie-Bob, What are you think­
ing? “ I, Charles, wish to duke you, Sandy, 
just for S+Gs. Signed, ME. Ring a bell, 
Little Man?
Only 16 days to be psyched, Deephers!
Good luck on you finals, all my love, 
Val
Riley 4th rules! You guys are awe­
some! Love, Mom.
“ ...’Too Dark Park’ is a tense, seething 
urgency that will grab hold of your gut 
with no intention of letting go. You realize 
at once that this is a living, breathing 
entity.”
Amy..., what you going to do? BG  or 
SA
There is definitely a lot to be said for 
friendship and sharing, and Chuck you 
said it all - and then some! Thanks Pal! 
Oh, Yeah, by the way Chuck - truth or 
dare? OOPS!
Brown/White/Black...Buddhist/Mus­
lim/Christian...Dis/abled.. Men/Women, 
etc., etc., What do we have in common? 
How do we differ? Discussion group—  
W PI community. M. Langman
W ANTED : PA IR  OF G RA V ITY  
BOOTS - NO JO K E, CONTACT BO X 
2449
Wanted: Kerosene heater (got an old 
one at home? I ’ll buy it) call 791-8914 
Evenings
Come and see our new video career 
library at the major selection program, 157 
West St., 2nd floor
Wow, did you see those N EW  SAS 
Survival kits?
Hey Kelly, what’s that ROTC dude’s 
name?
Amy Ashton, it has a ring to it!
Let’s face it Mac, that basic black is 
coming back!
Duck, Duck, or GO O SE?
Slant 6 and the Jumpstarts will be per­
forming at Ralph’s Chadwick Square 
Diner on Saturday, Oct. 13th at 10 PM.
W ANTED : EN TH U SIA ST IC  IN D I­
V ID U A L or student organization to pro­
mote Spring Break destinations for 1991. 
Earn free trips and commissions while 
gaining valuable business and marketing 
experience. Please call Student Travel 
Service at 1-800-265-1799 and ask for 
Serge.
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POLICE LOG
Monday, September 24, 1990
10:34pm - F IR E  A LA RM : Worcester Fire Department calls to report Fire alarm received from SA E  
Fraternity house, requesting assistance. Officers respond false alarm.
Friday, September 28, 1990
3:00am - LA R C EN Y  FRO M  MOTOR V EH IC LE : Student reports car broken into in Stoddard Lot. 
Officer investigates, report taken.
6:00pm - N O ISE COM PLA INT: Worcester Police report numerous noise complaints regarding Zeta 
Psi Fraternity House. Officer responds. House advised.
Saturday, September 29, 1990
2:12am - IN JU RED  PERSON: R.A. from Daniels reports student with scalp laceration. EM S 
responds. Injury was minor.
2:23am - A SS IST/SEXUA L A SSA U LT : Officers search Highland St./Elm Park area for suspect 
wanted by Worcester Police for sexual assault.
Sunday, September 30, 1990
1:41am - SUSPIC IO U S PERSONS: Sig Ep Fraternity House calls to report suspicious persons 
parked in vehicles outside of house. Officers respond. Subjects advised to leave the area.
1:51am - D ISO R D ER LY  PERSONS: Officer reports speaking with several intoxicated females in 
front of K A P Fraternity House. Alcohol was disposed of.
SAFETY T IP : Emergency Medical Services Tip
If  a person has fallen and been injured, remember D O N 'T  M O VE T H EM ! Call fo r help.
A discussion on German reunification
by Marq Beasley '94
Last Tuesday, October 2nd at 7pm, East and 
West Germany unified and symbolically 
ended the aftermath of World War II. Once 
again, families that had been separated for 
forty years could celebrate together and enjoy 
the dawn of a new German age. It seems that 
many people have the same impressions about 
unification; everybody will be happy after the 
dust settles and things won't be that much 
different after all.
However, quite the opposite was apparent 
during last Tuesday evening’s discussion at the 
Higgins House. After watching a few video 
images of the Wall being tom down, opening 
statements from each of the six panelists 
kicked off this year’s second World House 
activity. At first, a bleak view of unification 
was presented. The whole process seemed to 
be an efficient exploitation of the East; the 
West only interested in altering lifestyles and 
destroying the Socialist ideals that have been 
part of this country for so long. “ Auslaender- 
feindlichkeit,”  or racism, was another issue. It 
seems that many guest-workers and refugees
are denied basic rights to housing and work in 
favor of the newcomers from East Germany. 
Also, fear of high unemployment may allow 
more conservative, perhaps fascist, politicians 
to gain acceptance.
Other questions that addressed economic 
and international issues could not always be 
answered by the panel because of lack of 
expertise. I felt that the opinions expressed and 
personal experiences related made the discus­
sion much more alive. Perhaps we can call 
them liberal and conservative (excuse these 
vague terms,) and the conflict really exists. 
But most importantly, I would say the majority 
of the German people remain optimistic and 
want to work hard for a better future for all of 
Europe. 1 think it is still too early to measure 
the success that will result from unification. 
Hopefully, it will be accomplished without 
exploiting the poor or disadvantaged.
The Higgins House library is a great place to 
hold such informal talks. Although the room 
was paced with about eighty people, the atmos­
phere was comfortable and relaxing. Watch 
for other World House activities in the future 
and please feel free to come by and visit us.
What's Happening?
Tuesday, October 9
3:30pm - Women’s Tennis vs. Clark 
7:00pm - Women’s Volleyball vs. Roger Williams 
7:15pm - Field Hockey vs. Nichols
7:30pm - Cinematech: Soviet-Armenian Film Festival, Perrault Hall 
Wednesday, October 10
3:00 and 8:00pm - Film, “ Strapless," Kimball Theatre, Holy Cross, $1.50 
7:30pm - Cinematech: Soviet-Armenian Film Festival, Perrault Hall 
8:00pm - Video: “ Field of Dreams,”  Gompei’s Place
Thursday, October 11
11:00am - A l Research Group Meeting, F L  320
4:00pm - Special Seminar, “ Toward the Development of Centrally Active Muscarinic 
Agonists for the Treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease,”  GH 311 
7:30pm - Cinematech: Soviet-Armenian Film Festival, Perrault Hall
Friday, October 12
7:00pm - JV  Men’s Soccer vs. Dean Junior
7:00pm - Film, “Q and A,”  Kimball Theatre, Holy Cross, $1.50
7:30pm - Cinematech: Soviet-Armenian Film Festival, Perrault Hall
Saturday, October 13
10:00am - Field Hockey vs. M IT  
1:00pm - Men’s Soccer vs. Worcester State
3:00 and 7:0()pm - Cinematech: Soviet-Armenian Film Festival, Perrault Hall 
7:00pm - Film, “ Q and A,”  Kimball Theatre. Holy Cross, $1.50
Sunday, October 14
3:(K)pm - Concert, James David Christie, Organist. St. Joseph Chapel, Holy Cross 
6:30 and 9:30pm - Film, “ Internal Affairs,”  Perrault Hall, $2.00
Monday, October 15
7:00pm - Men’s Soccer vs. St. Anselm’s
Another view on German reunification
by Jenn  Greenhalgh
On October 2, interested students and fac­
ulty met to discuss the imminent unification of 
Germany. In the nearly three hours of the 
discussion, an unfortunately narrow scope of 
topics was discussed. The most common top­
ics were overly-debated personal opinions that 
dealt with prejudice against East Germans, 
Turkish people, and women. For all of the 
adamant feelings, few predictions or new facts 
about the future of Germany were given.
Questions involving politics and economics 
weren’t answered. Geographically, the gather­
ing well represented [all involved in the is­
sues], through both the panel and the audience: 
West Germans, an East German, Americans, 
German-Americans, and many different Euro­
peans.
The two highlights of the night were com­
ments from the audience to the effect of: “ it’s 
too early to be having this type of discussion”  
and, “ why are we dissecting these negative 
issues? We should be celebrating!”
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ARMENIAN FILM FESTIAL
October 8-13, 1990 
WORCESTER
MON. 10/8/90 7:30 PM
“Mechanics of Love” -N. Hovanessian, Director. 60 min. Color. 
Subtitled.
A touching story of tow people in search of love who value their pride 
and ideals. Winner of the 1982 Republic of Armenia film competition.
TUE> 10/9/90 7:30 PM
“Wind of Emptiness” -Harutiun Khachatourian, director. 1989. 90 
min. Color. Subtitled.
Depicts today’s Armenian youth and their experiences in the difficult 
times and uncertainties of the fate of their nation. This film also 
examines the immigration of the Armenian youth from their homeland.
WEN. 10/10/90 7:30 PM
“White Reveries” -Sergei Israelian, director. Color, subtitled.
A story of two lovers from the perspective of their parents who have 
different ideals in life. One is a romantic and the other is a self-centered 
wealthy businessman with little respect for his son’s feelings.
THU. 10/11/90 7:30 PM
“Gikor” -Sergei Israelian, Director. 90 min. Color. Subtitled.
Based on a short, moving story bye Hovaness Toomanian. A little boy 
from a village is sent to Tibilisi to learn work skills, but cannot adjust to 
the cruel “civilized" urban life...
FRI. 10/12/90 7:30 PM
“Strange Games” -N. Hovanessian, Director. Color. Subtitled. 
Aram uses any means available to go overseas. But the compromises 
he makes along the way put him in an immanent situation.
SAT. 10/13/90 3:00 PM
“Requiem” -Rouben Gevorkian and Edward Matevosian, Directors. 
1989. 50 min. Color. Subtitled.
A documentary film on the 1988 Earthquake of Armenia, the coping of 
its people and associated difficulties.
SAT. 10/13/90 7:30 PM
“Islands” -Rouben Gevorkian, director. 1989. 60 min. Color. 
Subtitled.
The film addresses sociological issues and examines the role of the 
individual in society: What should be accepted and what should be 
defied by the individual? what are his/her moral and social obligations?
